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One of the major challenges in data visualization is the presentation problem: having too much information to display at a time in one screen. The traditional presentation techniques (e.g., panning, scrolling, and flipping) that are widely used in standard user interfaces always introduce a discontinuity between the information displayed at different times and places. Viewers find a compact visual summarization of the information space (i.e., an overview) is helpful in data understanding. When utilized properly, an overview can provide users with an immediate appreciation and an overall sense of data. Although creating an overview is often a design goal and an overview is widely noted in data visualization as a qualitative awareness of one aspect of the
data (e.g., gaining an overview of the information space) or a technical and user interface component (e.g., overview + detail visualization), the properties and categories of overviews, the relations between overviews and viewers’ awareness, and the process to create overviews are barely discussed in the literature.

In data visualization, giving an overview of a dataset is part of a broad topic of providing a combination of contextual and detailed views. Although discussions on contextual and detailed visualizations are mostly made in the scope of information visualization, approaches are also used in scientific visualization. These visualizations are studied and classified by interface mechanisms (e.g., overview+detail, focus+context, contextual cue) used to separate and blend views without considering the characteristics of information space. More importantly, not all of the contextual and detailed visualizations give an overview of data.

In this thesis, I focus on "overview" visualizations as a means to convey the context of a large dataset. An overview visualization is a visual representation that provides viewers with an overall awareness of the content, structure, or changes of the data (the dataset can contain time-varying information) while allowing the viewer to further drill down into the details. The applicability of overview visualizations is extended to both scientific visualization and information visualization domains. Overview visualizations are characterized into five important aspects: (1) the nature of overviews; (2) the roles of overviews; (3) design strategies for the overview display; (4) approaches for shrinking the information space of data; (5) techniques for the interactions and the detail representations. Based on the characterization of overview visualizations and inspired by other visualization design models, a pipeline model is created to analyze existing systems or papers and
to guide the development process of an overview visualization. Two case studies are presented with evaluations to illustrate the general usage of the proposed characterization and pipeline model. The first involves a time-series 3D dataset of ocean simulations (scientific visualization) and the second involves a university career job portal (information visualization). The results demonstrate how overview visualizations can facilitate data understanding and analysis.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1 Presentation Problem in Data Visualization

Data visualization involves the creation and study of the visual representation of data. There are numerous situations in which we use data visualization to understand data. This could involve anything from last week’s stock market trends to traffic accident reports or even weather forecasts for various geographical areas. Thanks to the great bandwidth of the human visual system, data visualization provides an efficient communication tool in illustrating concepts, ideas, and properties intrinsic to the data. Data can have a wide variety of forms, but typically follow one of two types: (1) data that has a natural geometric structure and correspondence in physical space; and (2) abstract data that doesn’t have an intrinsic geometric structure. In visually representing the data of first type, we speak of scientific visualization. Scientific visualization is a discipline that aims to visually represent the results of scientific experiments or natural phenomena. Abstract data often result from some activity generated by humans, but do not correspond to a physical object positioned in any part of space. The visual representation of abstract data is referred to as information visualization.

One of the challenges in data visualization is how to allow an end-user to work with, navigate through, and generally analyze a set of data that is too large to fit in a display. The problem may be caused by displaying too many cases and variables in a screen (technological factor) or viewers may only be able to highlight particular cases or particular variables (human factor) at a time.
Common ways of browsing large datasets include zooming, scrolling, panning, and flipping, which are generally default interaction mechanisms in most computers or other devices with screens. These browsing methods only present a portion of the data at a time and thus introduce a discontinuity between the information displayed at different times and places. Figure 1.1 gives three examples of browsing different datasets with zooming, scrolling, and flipping.

![Examples of browsing large datasets with traditional ways](image)

**Figure 1.1: Examples of browsing large datasets with traditional ways.** (a) Zoom in the display of universal black matter halo [THP12] to get more detail of a certain region; (b) Scroll down a list of job postings; (c) Flip through a time series of acoustic hydrothermal plume on the seabed [BSX15].

Another way to present and understand large quantities of data is to give an overview of the data. The famous information-seeking mantra from Shneiderman et al. [Shn96] reads: “Overview first, zoom and filter, details on demand.” Showing an overview of a dataset can help viewers stay oriented while drilling down into the details. This becomes a design goal in many visualizations. Considerable effort has been devoted to creating overviews and developing useful techniques.
However, these efforts focus on specific application domains rather than a systematic study on overview visualizations. This thesis is motivated by the following questions: What is the definition of overview visualizations? What are the examples of overview visualizations? How do we categorize and characterize overview visualizations? What is the process of creating overview visualizations?

1.2 Contextual and Detailed Visualizations

In data visualization, giving an overview of a dataset is part of a broad topic of providing a combination of contextual and detailed views. This thesis refers to these techniques as contextual and detailed visualizations. Contextual and detailed visualizations offer potential advantages derived from their ability to allow users to rapidly and fluidly move between contextual views and detailed views [CKB08]. On one hand, a contextual view can help present overall patterns, assist user with navigation and search, and orient activities. On the other hand, a detailed view allows users to examine details such as individual cases or variables. According to the interaction mechanisms used to separate and blend views, contextual and detailed visualizations can be broadly categorized into four types: a. overview+detail, which spatially separates focused and contextual information in different views at varying levels of detail; b. zooming, which involves changing the scale of the viewed area by temporal separation; c. focus+context (also known as detail-in-context), which integrates focus (detailed information) and context (contextual information) into a single display by using spatial distortions, lenses, or over lays to efficiently use the available screen space;
and d. contextual cue which uses supplemental cues that highlight salient items within the information space. Figure 1.2 illustrates each of these types of visualizations with an example.

Figure 1.2: Four schemes of contextual and detail visualizations. (a) Overview+Detail (Prefuse [HCL05]); (b) Zooming (Graph Lens [TAHS06]); (c) Focus+Context (Radial Clustergram [ABF07]); (d) Contextual Cues (SDOF [KMH02]).
1.3 Overviews in Data Visualization

In data visualization research and practice, overview is a frequently used notion and design goal. At least two uses of the term overview are found in the literature. The first use is about viewers gaining an overview of the information space. As Spence noted in his book [Spe14], the term overview “implies a qualitative awareness of one aspect of some data, preferably acquired rapidly and, even better, pre-attentively: that is, without cognitive effort”. Metaphoric phrases like “bird’s eye view”, “gestalt view”, “broad overview”, “global overview”, and “big picture” also appear in literatures to indicate a similar understanding [HH11]. The term “overview” is also used in the sense of a technical and user interface component as in the phrase “overview+detail visualization”. In this thesis, unless used in the combination “overview+detail”, an overview is defined as a compact visual representation of the information space which summarizes some commonalities of attributes in the data so as to assist users in navigating the information space and orienting patterns and activities in the data.

An effective overview can provide users with an immediate appreciation and an overall sense of the content, structure, and dynamics in the data. Well-designed overviews will also provide users with directly manipulable control mechanisms that facilitate exploration and allow users to focus attention on the larger information problem at hand [GMPS00]. For example, in Figure 1.3 a full-text visualization of the Iraq War Logs gives an overview of 11, 616 WikiLeaks reports from 2006 [Str10]. Representing reports as dots labelled with “characteristic” words and linking “similar” documents with edges draws an overview of the Iraq War as described in these reports.
1.4 Limitations of Current Research

Current studies on the contextual and detailed visualizations cannot answer the questions of defining and categorizing overview visualizations: (1) the discussions are mostly made in the scope
of information visualization but the techniques are also used in scientific visualizations (e.g., interactive lenses [TGK17]); (2) the categorizations of contextual and detailed visualizations are according to the interface mechanisms that are used to separate and blend views (e.g. overview + detail, zooming, etc.) and barely consider the construction of information space and the nature of data; (3) not all of the contextual and detailed visualizations give an overview of the data.

Although overview is made a design goal and is widely noted in the literatures of information visualization, the properties and categories of overviews, the relations between overviews and viewers’ awareness, and the process to create overviews are barely discussed in the literatures.

Furthermore, many visualization models have been proposed to guide the creation and analysis of visualization systems [CM97, CR98, PAK08, Mun09], but they are not tightly coupled to the question of creating overview visualizations.

1.5 Summary of Contributions

This thesis addresses the above noted limitations in current research by making the following contributions:

(1) Define overview visualization and extend its applicability to cover scientific visualization as well as information visualization.

(2) Characterize overview visualizations into five important aspects and propose a pipeline model for analyzing or developing overview visualizations.

(3) Present two case studies (with evaluations) of creating overview visualizations for data understanding in scientific visualization and information visualization.
(4) Illustrate the general usage of the proposed characterization and pipeline model in the case studies and demonstrate how overview visualizations can help data understanding and analysis.

1.6 Organization of the Thesis

This thesis is organized as follows:

Chapter 2 reviews the related work including previous reviews on the contextual and detailed visualizations and other visualization models.

Chapter 3 gives a definition of overview visualization, characterizes overview visualization into five important aspects, and classifies and elaborates each of the aspects.

Chapter 4 proposes a pipeline model for the creation of overview visualizations based on the characterization of overview visualization described in Chapter 3.

Chapter 5 gives a brief introduction to the two case studies used in the thesis.

Chapter 6 is the first case study: illustrative visualization of ocean eddies. The content of this case study was published in the journal of Computer Graphics and Forum (paper title “Illustrative Visualization of Mesoscale Ocean Eddies” [LSB17]).

Chapter 7 is the second case study: visualization of job posting data. The content of this case study was published in the journal of IEEE Computer Graphics and Application (paper title “Application Driven-Design: Help Students Understand Employment and See The “Big Picture” [LSB18]).

Chapter 8 first discusses the general usages of the proposed characterization and pipeline model of overview visualizations in the case studies, then derives some observations about overview visualizations from the case studies.
Chapter 9 concludes the thesis and presents future work.

Chapter 10 lists the accomplishments and related publications of the author.
Chapter 2: Related Work

2.1 Reviews of Contextual and Detailed Visualizations

In data visualization, overview visualizations of data are discussed in a broad topic of contextual and detailed visualizations. Previous reviews often give categorizations of contextual and detailed visualization according to the interface mechanisms that are used to separate and blend views. Leung and Apperley [LA94] provided the first comprehensive survey and taxonomy on distortion-oriented presentation techniques. The authors classified the techniques in terms of their magnification functions. Shneiderman et al. [Shn96] proposed a taxonomy of information visualization based on seven data types and seven tasks that information visualizations may support. He focuses on design advice for designers of visualizations and on tasks information visualizations may support, especially the tasks of gaining an overview. Hauser [Hau06] proposed a generalized definition of focus+context visualization extending its applicability to scientific visualization. The author showed how different graphics resources such as space, opacity, color, etc., can be used to visually discriminate between data subsets in focus and their respective context. He also discussed the interaction aspect of focus+context visualization. Cockburn et al. [CKB08] gave a thorough review on the existing contextual and detailed visualization techniques and categorized these techniques into overview+detail, zooming, focus+context, and technique-based techniques according to the interface mechanisms used to separate and blend views. Critical features of these categories, and empirical evidence of their success, are discussed in the paper. The categorization is widely adopted and cited in different publications.
Reviews have also addressed different application domains. Plaisant et al. [PCS95] described user tasks for image browsing, considering alternative interfaces for overview+detail, zooming, and focus+context approaches. Herman et al. [HMM00] reviewed graph visualization and navigation schemes, including focus+context views, with an emphasis on graph layout algorithms. Robert [Rob07] provided a “state of the art” of multiple coordinated views that enables users to visualize their data. The review describes areas that should be developed further and looks at what the future may hold for multiple coordinated views in exploratory visualization. Burigat et al. [BC13] gave a detailed analysis of the literature on overview+detail visualization and compares the results of desktop and mobile devices studies to highlight strengths and weaknesses of the approach. Then, the paper presents an experiment that studies unexplored aspects of the design space for mobile interfaces based on the overview+detail approach, investigating the effect of letting users manipulate the overview to navigate maps and the effect of highlighting possible objects of interest in the overview to support search tasks. Radeva et al. [RLH14] proposed a generalized temporal focus+context framework to classify already existing common techniques and to define new techniques that can be used in medical volume visualization. The new techniques explore the time-dependent position of the framework focus region to combine 2D and 3D rendering inside the focus and to provide a new focus-driven context region that gives explicit spatial perception cues between the current and past regions of interest. Tominski et al. [TGK14] [TGK17] surveyed the literature on interactive lenses in the context of visualization.
In the characterization of overview visualization proposed in this thesis (Chapter 3), the fifth dimension, which is the techniques for interactions and detail representations, adopts some of the categorizations from these reviews of contextual and detailed visualizations.

2.2 Visualization Models

Creating overview visualizations can be treated as a problem of visualization design. Visualization models have been proposed to guide the creation and analysis of visualization systems as in [CM97, CR98, PAK08, Mun09]. In [CM97], Card et al. sketched a scheme for mapping the morphology of the design space of visualizations, which resulted in a framework for designing new visualizations and augmenting existing designs. Chi et al. [CR98] proposed a framework to include operators and interactions in visualization systems. The framework enables a new way of exploring and evaluating the design space of visualization operators and helps end-users in their analysis tasks [CR98]. Purchase et al. [PAK08] presented three different approaches to theoretical foundations of Information Visualization: data-centric predictive theory, information theory, and scientific modeling. An over-arching framework for these three approaches is provided based on the definitions from linguistic theory [PAK08]. Munzner [Mun09] presented a nested model for the visualization design and validation with four layers. This nested model provides prescriptive guidance for determining appropriate evaluation approaches by identifying threats to validity unique to each level [Mun09].

Although these visualization models are not tightly coupled to the question of creating overview visualizations, they heavily influenced the pipeline model proposed in this thesis (Chapter
4). Firstly, the pipelines in the proposed model are inspired by the visualization pipeline described in [CM97] and the visualization operator model in [CR98]. Second, the relation between visualization design and data flow in the proposed model is similar to that in [PAK08]. Finally, the connections between different levels in the proposed pipeline model are similar to those of the nested model [Mun09].
Chapter 3: A Characterization of Overview Visualizations

In this thesis, an overview visualization is defined as: an interactive visualization that shrinks an information space of data to a coarse level of granularity to provide visual summarizations of content, structure, or dynamics of the data while keeping the capability of showing more details through user interactions. Rather than proposing a single taxonomy of overview visualization, this thesis characterizes overview visualizations into five dimensions: (1) the nature of overviews; (2) the role of overviews; (3) design strategies for the overview display; (4) approaches for shrinking the information space of data; and (5) techniques for the interaction and the detail representation. Corresponding to the important aspects of overview visualizations, these characterized dimensions guide the design and analysis of overview visualizations from top to bottom by helping viewers to determine: What it means to have an overview? What roles does an overview play in the visualization? How an overview is constructed from data? How overviews and details are displayed and controlled through interactions. The characterization is a unified taxonomy model where each dimension has its own taxonomies. Figure 3.1 sketches the proposed characterization of overview visualizations. The rest of this chapter will elaborate all of the characterized dimensions and their taxonomies with examples.
3.1 Dimension 1 - The Nature of Overviews

The first dimension specifies the nature of the information that one is aware of when having an overview. Based on the awareness that an overview gives to a viewer, overview visualizations can be categorized into three types: content, relation, and change.

3.1.1 Content

In this type, overviews are the subject matter of the information space. Viewers’ awareness from this type of overviews is mainly about the content of a large set of data, a subset of the information space, or the information space itself. Figure 3.2 shows a visualization that gives an overview of a...
Figure 2.2: An example of overview visualization that gives an awareness of the content of data [WWDW06]. (a) The user interface of a file system visualization shows an overview of the directory “D:\MyInfor” using nested circles. Directories are represented by white circles in which files are symbolized as colorful circles. The radii of colorful circles indicate the file sizes. (b) 3D nested cylinders and spheres of (a).

The content in the file system (i.e., directories and files) are all represented by nested circles with different colors.
3.1.2 Structure

Overviews of this type are about patterns, relations, and structures among the data, for instance among variables or within a set of information objects. Sometimes, overviews concern the context of a data set or more likely the context of a part of the data. In [GWG03], one visualization is characterized as providing a good overview of the structure of a shared workspace. Another example shown in Figure 3.3 is an overview of a biclustering with 20 clusters [SGG14].

Figure 3.3: An example of overview visualization that gives an awareness of the structure or patterns in data [SGG14]. This figure shows an overview visualization of a biclustering result with 20 clusters. Grey bands show the overlap in gene dimension and green bands visualize the relationships in sample dimension.
3.1.3 Changes

This type of overview provides viewers with an awareness of the shifting of normal state or changes of content and/or structure in the information space. An example is presented in Figure 3.4a which summarized the tracks of multiple moving objects (ocean vessels) by trajectories (the top of the figure) or volume rendering techniques (the bottom of the figure) [AAD10]. Another example is visualizing hurricanes using illustration-inspired techniques [JCRS09] as shown in Figure 3.4b. The visualization gives an overview of the intensification process of Hurricane Isabel and uses speed lines and silhouette to convey the motion of the hurricane.

Figure 3.4: Examples of overview visualizations that provide viewers with awareness of changes in the data. (a) Aggregation of trajectories summarize the movements of tankers. Top: trajectories are depicted as traces in the space–time cube. Bottom: the tanker movement is shown by using volume rendering technique [AAD10]. (b) This illustrative visualization gives an overview of the intensification process of Hurricane Isabel. Silhouettes and speed lines are used to convey the motion of the hurricane [JCRS09].
3.2 Dimension 2 - The Roles of Overviews

The second dimension is the role of overviews in the visualization, which is about the purposes of creating an overview or the tasks that the created overview supports. An overview can play one or more roles in the visualization. The main roles for overviews include:

**R1.** Aiding details retrieval. In this case, the overview is used as a basis of indices (or references) where details can be easily identified and accessed.

**R2.** Providing visual indicators of scope, size, structure, or other properties of data to reduce the rendering cost of visualization tasks and the visual burden of viewers. The overview acts as a surrogate for a large amount of data elements.

**R3.** Reducing the time and resources needed to navigate the information space of data by showing a limited number of selected objects. The overview serves as a preview of the data.

**R4.** Reducing the complexity of data to support viewers’ need to capture the gist of complex heterogeneous patterns or intangible relations in the data.

**R5.** Monitoring the information space and looking for changes or anomalies in the data.

3.3 Dimension 3 - Design Strategies for Overview Display

This dimension considers design strategies for transforming the information space of data into an overview display. The design choices are mostly domain and data-dependent. Design strategies for overview display generally fall into one of the following categories: time-centric design, spatial-centric design, spatiotemporal-centric design, and abstract context design [AWB17].
3.3.1 Time-centric Design

This design strategy maps temporal information to one of the spatial dimensions of the display and focuses on the variation of attribute values in the temporal context. It typically employs a conventional time series visualization (e.g., line plots and calendar view) as the base representation augmented with other information (e.g., spatial information) in abstract forms or available on demand [AWB17]. For spatial data, this approach suppresses spatial information to a reduced style or non-spatial visual channel, which usually incurs a loss of spatial information and often introduces difficulties in spatial awareness and reasoning. Since the absence of intrinsic spatial mapping of spatial data can be problematic, time-centric design mostly involves mapping a non-spatial data to the temporal dimension.

An example is ThemeRiver [HHN00] which uses a ‘river’ metaphor to show changes in multivariate data over time. Figure 3.5a shows a ThemeRiver representation of media mentions of news concerning Cuba around 1960 and 1961. Each topic is encoded as a colored ‘current’ whose width can represent the number of reported items. The river itself provides an overview of the multivariate data, but the annotation shows details of the content of each current as well as significant events occurring during the selected time period [HHN00].

Another example is Flowstrates [BBB11] which uses a heatmap to provide an overview of the temporal origin-destination data and allows focusing on a region or a specific location for a specific time period. Figure 3.5b shows flows of refugees between East Africa and Western Europe. The heatmap shows the flow magnitudes by year and origin-destination. By following the lines of the
21 heatmap it is possible to see the flows’ origins, destinations and the changes of the magnitudes over time. Users can perform spatial visual queries, focus on different regions of interest for the origins and destinations, and analyze the changes over time.

3.3.2 Space-centric Design

This design strategy presents the variation of attribute values in a spatial context and gives a principal attention to the spatial dimensions. Typically, time is depicted using animation rather than any spatial bandwidth of the display. Many visual designs in this family use a spatial visualization (e.g. a map) as the background and overlay temporal information (e.g. tracking information) on top of the background. For non-spatial data, a spatialization process is usually applied. Spatialization is a generic methodology in visualization for mapping non-spatial attributes (e.g. weight, accuracy, and risk) to spatial variables (e.g. length, size, and location) [AWB17].

Figure 3.5: Examples of overview visualizations with time-centric design strategy. (a) A ThemeRiver representation of media mentions of news concerning Cuba around 1960 and 1961. The river provides an overview of the changes in the data over time [HHN00]. (b) A Flowstrates representation constitutes an overview visualization of flows of refugees between East Africa and Western Europe and the changes of the magnitudes over time [BBB11].
An example of space-centric design is the multitemporal visualization of time-varying adaptive mesh refinement data [GABJ08]. The visualization constructs an overview from synchronizing all timesteps or a select subset of timesteps through the aid of a generated composite template. Colors are used to convey the important features from all synchronized timesteps. In Figure 3.6a, the overview visualization depicts summary statistic information gathered from queries processed over 48 timesteps from the Hurricane Isabel dataset. In the visualization, yellow regions indicate where low pressure predominantly exists across the 48 timesteps [GABJ08].

Another example is the glyph-based video visualization for semen analysis [DTW15]. This approach provides domain scientists with a summarization of the motions in the video in order to observe and compare some a large collection of spatiotemporal measurements. As shown in Figure

![Figure 3.6: Examples of overview visualizations with space-centric design strategy. (a) An overview visualization depicts summary statistic information gathered from queries processed over 48 timesteps from the Hurricane Isabel dataset [GABJ08]. (b) An overview visualization provides a summarization of the motions in the video. The motion characteristics of a set of cells along their tracks are represented as glyphs in a spatial context [DTW15].](image)
3.6b, the motion characteristics of a set of cells along their tracks are represented as glyphs in a spatial context.

### 3.3.3 Spatiotemporal-centric Design

This design strategy depicts both spatial and temporal contexts on a display and attempts to give a similar level of attention to both space and time with some abstraction, omission, or distortion. Many visualization designs of this family adopt a perceptual distortion approach in 3D-to-2D projection [AWB17].

An example is video visualization which summarizes video sequences using volume visualization techniques to help users obtain an overview of a video. Figure 3.7a shows an overview visualization of relative and absolute difference volumes of a car park video by extracting interesting information from large volumes of video data [DC03]. The visual representations of the difference indicate the level of activities during the recording period, that is, movement of cars.

Another example is the multifield video visualization based on the actions of objects [BBS08]. The visualization is design to make it easy for viewers to gain an overview of a temporal segment of a video without watching the video or trying to piece together an overview from several disconnected snapshots. Figure 3.7b is a visualization of all activities of the object in a surveillance video. The display of extracted video attributes is combined with original video frames to construct an overview. A thin curve is used to indicate the center of the object’s position.
This design strategy is mostly used in information visualization and is applied to non-spatial (abstract) data. An abstract context is a data graph that is constructed by using abstract representations of a set of coordinates and the associated data values. A variety of visualization applications have been developed to provide an overview of data in an abstract context. In the Contingency Wheel [AAMG12], individual items (e.g., movies) are aggregated into a connected circular layout to give a summarization view of an asymmetrically 2-way contingency table (Figure 3.8a). Another example is SmartAdP [LWL17] as shown in Figure 3.8b. The visualizations lay out problem solutions as glyphs in an abstract context (i.e., solution view, location view, and ranking view) to give overviews of a huge solution space and the relationships among these solutions to help users compare the solutions in a visual and intuitive manner.

Figure 3.7: Examples of overview visualizations with spatiotemporal-centric design strategy. (a) An overview visualization of relative and absolute difference volumes of the car park video [DC03]. (b) An overview visualization of all activities of the object in a surveillance video [BBS08].
Dimension 4 – Approaches for Shrinking the Information Space of Data

As a compact visual representation of the original data, an overview visualization aims to represent the most salient features of the data and thus needs to shrink the information space of the data to fit in the size of an overview display. The approaches include: (1) reducing the number of data elements; (2) reducing the visual representation; and (3) aggregating data elements.

Reducing the number of data elements is about selecting a limited number of data elements based on certain criteria and eliminating the redundant data elements. Commonly used techniques include filtering and feature extraction. An example can be found in Figure 3.4b.

Reducing the visual representation is about representing data elements in a succinct visual form (e.g., glyph, proxy, illustrative metaphor) to reduce the visual clutter. Examples can be found in Figure 3.4a and Figure 3.6c.
Aggregating data elements is about assembling data elements into a group of sets and representing every set as a unique visual representation. An example is the contingency wheel [AAMG12].

3.5 Dimension 5 – Techniques for Interactions and Detail Representations

This dimension deals with how to visually discriminate details of the data which are currently in focus from the overview display. Interaction with the overview display allows viewers to control:

a. level of detail; b. extent of the data (spatial, values); and c. aspects of the data (attributes) in the detail representation. Techniques for interaction include: compare, sort, add variables, re-scale, re-visualize, filter, highlight, annotate, bookmark, aggregate, zoom and pan, and details on demand.

Based on whether the overview information and detail information are jointly or separately displayed, detail representations fall into two major categories: Detail-In-Overview and Detail-Out-Of-Overview. Table 3.1 summarizes the techniques and provides some examples for each technique. These techniques will be elaborated with examples in the rest of Chapter 3.5.

3.5.1 Detail-In-Overview

The Detail-In-Overview paradigm broadly corresponds to the zooming, focus+context, and contextual cues in the contextual and detailed visualizations (as introduced in Chapter 1.3). It aims for a minimization of occlusions and visual cluttering as well as for a flexible visual filtering of the multi-variate data [CKB08]. The visualization integrates overview information and detail information into a single display so that both overview and detail are concurrently visible. In the
visualization, overview information is represented attenuated or are omitted if they occlude detail information. The techniques of detail representation include magnification (physical or semantic), space distortion, and visual emphasis by color, opacity, sharpness, and style.

a. Magnification

Physical magnification increases the physical size of the region of interest. The magnified regions may occlude neighboring regions in the overview display. Figure 3.9a is an example of applying a lens to a dense graph (2D non-geometric data) to address its heavy clutter of edges [TAHS06]. In Figure 3.9b, physical zooming is applied to 3D data space where the voxels within the magnification lens are scaled.

Table 3.1: Techniques and Examples of Detail Representation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Techniques</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Details In Overview Display</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Magnification</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical</td>
<td>Magic Sphere [CMS94], Graph Lens [TAHS06], Magic Lens [BSP93]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semantic</td>
<td>OrthoZoom [AF06], ZAME [EDG08], OWL-VisMod [GTG11]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Space Distortion</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SignalLens [Kin10], Table Lens [RC94], Hyperbolic Browser [LR96], Radial Clustergram [ABF07], H3Viewer [Mun98], 2D to 3D [CCF97]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Visual Emphasis</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color</td>
<td>Two-Level Volume Rendering [HMBG00, 01], RTVR [MH01], IDTVDV [WYM08], SIMVIS [Do107], LGE [KL06], GeoSpace [LJ95]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opacity</td>
<td>Two-Level Volume Rendering [HMBG00, 01], RTVR [MH01], Activity Detection [OSBM14], Magic Lens [BSP93]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharpness</td>
<td>Feature Enhancement [VKG05], SDOF [KMH01, 02]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Style</td>
<td>Focus of Attention [VFSG06], Magic Volume Lens [WZMK05], FLOWLENS [GNBP11], ChronoLenses [ZCPB11]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Details Out Of Overview Display</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ExoVis [TS02], LGE [KL06], Popout Prism [SWRG02], Prefuse [HCL05], Smooth Brushing [DH02], IFS [DGH03], Four-Level F+C [MKO08], O+D for DTI [ZCEV17], IDTVDV [WYM08], DOSA [VW14], CosMovis [HHB15], SIMVIS [Do107]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Semantic magnification shows higher levels or aspects of information. An example is Zoomable Adjacency Matrix Explorer (ZAME) for exploring graphs at a scale of millions of nodes and edges. As shown in Figure 3.9c, the visualization allows analysts to explore a graph at many levels from an overview to the most detailed views [EDG08].

Figure 3.9: Detail representations using magnification. (a) A graph lens is applied to a dense graph visualization to identify which edges are connected to particular nodes in the focused area [TAHS06]. (b) A lens is applied to a 3D graph to magnify some nodes in the middle [TGK14]. (c) A protein-protein interaction dataset (100,000 nodes and 1,000,000 edges) is visualized using ZAME at two different levels of semantic zooming [EDG08].

b. Space Distortion

This mechanism uses more space for showing the focused area in more detail. Different from magnification in which the magnified area often occludes its neighboring regions, space distortion techniques display focus of interest seamlessly within its surrounding context. The less relevant peripheral items in the overview display are dropped or reduced in size. Examples of space
distortion techniques include the fisheye lens, perspective wall, and interactive lenses in 1D (Figure 3.10a and b), 2D (Figure 3.10c), and 3D (Figure 3.10d and e).

![Figure 3.10: Detail representations using space distortion. (a) SignalLens visualizes an amplitude modulated electronic signal. The lens area exposes an anomalous glitch in the otherwise uniform oscillations [Kin10]. (b) Table Lens uses a fisheye technique that distorts tabular information to highlight focal area [RC94]. (c) In the Radial Clustergram, a lens is used to enlarge the area of interest while showing other portions of the graph in progressively less detail [ABF07]. (d) Space distortion technique is applied to a central node in a 3D graph [CCF97]. (e) The H3Viewer visualizes a graph in 3D hyperbolic space to see a large amount of context around a focus point [Mun98].](image)

**c. Visual Emphasis**

Visual emphasis techniques emphasize the detail information in focus by using different graphics resources of color, opacity, image frequency, and style [Hau06]. Color-based techniques present focus in saturated/light colors while leave context in gray or dark colors (Figure 3.11a). Opacity-based techniques make focus rather opaque and context rather transparent (Figure 3.11b). Image
frequency-based techniques use the difference between a sharp and blurred object depiction (Figure 3.11c). Style-based techniques differentiate the styles for context and focus. Usually, context in reduced style (Figure 3.11d).

Figure 3.11: Detail representations using visual emphasis. (a) Color-based technique. SIMVIS shows an injection process in a diesel engine with the brushed data items highlighted in color which stands for the burnable amount of fuel-air mixture [Dol07]. (b) Opacity-based technique. Two-level volume rendering displays context information with low transparency while the inner structures with high transparency [HMBG00]. (c) Image frequency-based technique. A 3D SDOF chessboard with two active chess pieces highlighted while other chesses blurred [KMH02]. (d) Style-based technique. The FLOWLENS is applied to cerebral aneurysms [GNBP11].
3.5.2 Detail-Out-Of-Overview

This interaction paradigm is equivalent to overview+detail techniques in the contextual and detailed visualizations. The basic idea of this scheme is to display overview and detail information simultaneously and separately in different view ports or windows at different scales. The overview display and detail display can be organized as a coordinated pair or tiled into one window. Some typical examples can be found in Figure 3.12.

Compared with the Detail-In-Overview paradigm, Detail-Out-Of-Overview paradigm has a separate overview display which brings three major benefits. First, navigation is more efficient because users may navigate using the overview window rather than using the detail window [BW90]. Second, the overview window aids users in keeping track of their current position in the information space [PCS95]. The overview window itself might also give users task-relevant information, for example, by enabling users to read section titles from an overview of document [HF03]. Third, the overview gives users a feeling of control. A drawback of overview+detail interfaces is that the spatially indirect relation between overview and detail windows might bring some burden to users’ memory and increase the time used for visual search and connection [HBP01]. In addition, an overview+detail interface either requires more screen space or sacrifices the size of the detail window for the overview window.
Figure 3.12: Examples of Detail-Out-Of-Overview. (a) The regions of interest are shown as callouts in the ExoVis [TS02]. (b) A force-directed layout with overview displayed in an inset separated from the main view [HCL05]. (c) Smooth Brushing and Linking: the contextual view is displayed on the right side as a scatter-plot where a non-binary DOI function was defined by smooth brushing a cluster of high velocity/high pressure data; the detailed view on the left side is a 3D view employing opacity/color modulation [DH02]. (d) A CosMovis constellation map of sentiment word-based movies. Movies can be selected from the words and displayed separately [HHB15].
Chapter 4: A Pipeline Model for The Development of Overview Visualizations

Based on the characterizations of overview visualizations discussed before and inspired by other visualization design models [CM97, CR98, PAK08, Mun09], a pipeline model is presented to split the development process of overview visualizations into five horizontal levels: (1) analyze domain problem and the related data; (2) identify design principle and the basics of overviews + characterize data; (3) design the overview display + transform data; (4) design the interactions and detail display + compute metadata; and (5) implement the overview visualization. The processes of visual design and data evolution in the visualization development are represented as two related pipelines in the model because they follow two distinct workflows from top to bottom but are mutually interdependent. The pipeline model considers human factors at each level as appropriate for human-centered visualization design. Figure 4.1 shows a flowchart of the proposed pipeline model. All of the five levels are connected by arrow in a way where the output from an upstream level above is input to the downstream level below. The two pipelines are connected by arrows at several levels as well. The rest of this chapter will elaborate each level of the model to give a guidance of the creation of overview visualizations.

4.1 Analyze Domain Problem and The Related Data

The goal of this level is to let a visualization developer get a comprehensive understanding of the domain problem and the related data. Starting with requirements analysis (or systems analysis), a visualization developer first needs to understand the problem to be solved, delimit its scope, find
out how the problem is solved in the current practice and what are the limits of these solutions, and envision how the planned system might work. The methods of requirement analysis include observation, interviews, and surveys of potential users. The results are the identification of potential users and a set of system requirements which describes what the envisioned system-to-be is about in the vocabulary of domain. In a user-centered design, the results also include a set of user tasks [WL90, AS04, AES05, LPP06] to summarize the functional specifications and users’ operations to the system-to-be. Followed by the requirement analysis, the designer needs to answer a set of visualization questions to map the problem from the domain scope to the visualization scope: (1) Why visualization is useful to solve the problem? (2) What type of visualization can be used to

Figure 4.1: A pipeline model for the development of overview visualizations.
solve the problem? (3) What is the challenge of a visualization solution? The answering to these
questions also helps designers derive a visualization goal.

The final operation at this level involves studying the data related to the domain problem. The
visualization designer needs to find out the data source, access to the data, the essential properties
(e.g., formats, size, variables) of the data, and the existing workflow of how the data is used to
solve the domain problem.

The outputs to the next level include system requirements (or user tasks), potential viewers,
visualization goal, and the basic understanding of the data.

4.2 Identify the Basics of Overview and Design Principles +
Characterize Data

From this level, the development workflow is split into the visual design and data flow pipeline. In
the visual design pipeline at this level, the operations involve identifying design principles and the
basics of overviews which correspond to the first two dimensions in the characterization of
overview visualization (see Chapter 3.1 and 3.2). The nature of overviews can be derived from the
visualization goal set in the previous level. For instance, a phrase “to summarize the motion of”
indicates an overview of change while “to give a gestalt view of the attitudes of voters” suggests
an overview of content. Design principles, which form the basic rules of the visualization design,
are identified from the system requirements or user analysis tasks from previous level. Sometimes,
designers also need to consider users’ desire or request. Based on the design principles, the roles
of overviews can be derived to cover one or several design principles.
In the data flow pipeline at this level, data characterization involves finding out the right data type (e.g. time-varying volume data, categorical data, relational data) and variables so that the domain problem can be mapped to a data problem. For example, hotel booking records can be characterized as categorical data. Designers are recommended to first study the existing workflow of how the data is used to solve the domain problem before building the data model.

The outputs to the next level include the nature and roles of the overviews, the design principles of the visualization, the derived data type and selected variable, and the mapping relation between the domain problem and the data.

### 4.3 Design the Overview Display + Transform Data

At this level, the operations start with transforming the raw data into a derived data type based on the characterization of data in the previous level: quantitative data can be binned into a table of numbers where the columns contain quantitative, ordered, or categorical data; tabular data can be transformed into relational data with thresholding; a field of values or vectors at every point in a space can be transformed to a different field [Mun09].

The visual design pipeline at this level corresponds to the third and fourth dimensions in the characterization of overview visualization (see Chapter 3.3 and 3.4). The design strategy of an overview display usually accords with data type (e.g., abstract-context design strategy for an abstract data) but sometimes is affected by the roles of overviews. For example, in the case of time-centric design for time-varying volume data, the spatial information in the data are mapped to a non-spatial visual channel to highlight temporal variation. A contrary example is spatializing
altitudes of an area (abstract data) to a map to add a spatial context. In general, designing shrinking approaches is more data dependent in scientific visualization and more application or user dependent in information visualization (see the discussions in Chapter 8).

The outputs to the next level include design strategies of overview displays, shrinking approaches, and the transform data.

4.4 Design the Interactions and Detail Display + Compute Metadata

The visual design pipeline at this level correspond to the fifth dimension in the characterization of overview visualization (see Chapter 3.5). The design of interaction paradigms usually needs to consider users’ preferences and the characteristics of the overview display. For instance, users may prefer filtering visual components in the visualization by certain criteria instead of selecting or isolating these components from the visualization. On the other hand, designing a detail display is primarily upon designers. The pros and cons of displaying detail inside or outside overview are discussed in Chapter 3.5 along with different detail representation techniques (e.g., space distortion, visual emphasis by color).

In the data flow pipeline at this level, computing metadata involves creating analytical abstraction from the transformed data. The computed metadata will be used for visual encoding and mapped to the visualization. An example is a histogram of word frequencies in an article. The article is the original data and the frequencies of words are the metadata used for plotting the histogram. The metadata computation is usually determined by the derived data type from previous
level and is affected by the visual design pipeline at this level (e.g., information query for visualization).

The outputs to the next level are visualization design choices determined at different levels of the visual design pipeline and the metadata for visualization generated from the data flow pipeline.

4.5 Implement the Overview Visualization

At this final level of the model, a visualization designer first needs to choose the operation system, programming language, and development tools, then determines the functionalities of the overview visualization based on the design choices and metadata. These issues of implementation are not unique to overview visualizations and are extensively discussed in the computer science literature.
Chapter 5: Introduction to The Case Studies

This thesis uses two case studies to demonstrate the creation process of overview visualizations and how overview visualizations provide an improved understanding of the data. In this chapter, I give a brief introduction to the case studies.

The first case study is illustrative visualization of Gulf Stream eddies. The data in this case study are a numerical simulation of the northwest Atlantic Ocean off the coast of North America generated by the Regional Ocean Modeling System (ROMS) [KC13]. Ocean scientists, who are the domain experts of this case study, would like to: (1) understand spatial relationships between eddy instances in a single time step; (2) understand the relationships of eddy instances over time (temporal relationships), and (3) observe the physical properties of single eddy instances. Combining the style and structure of an illustrative figure of ocean eddies with time varying feature-based visualization techniques, this work gives an overview visualization of ocean eddies in the data. The overview visualization provides multiple levels of representation of ocean eddies from a single eddy instance in a day or in an eddy path to multiple eddy paths in the context of ocean basin.

The second case study is visualizing job postings from Rutgers Career Portal (a job database). Understanding the relationship between jobs and college majors is of interest today in the higher education landscape but is not always straightforward. Students struggle to understand such connections. Many professors cannot provide clear links between what is being taught and opportunities that are available. In this work, we propose a novel visual exploration approach called JobViz that allows students (and professors) to explore job posting data in a more holistic and
education-centric way. The JobViz gives an overview visualization of the whole job database and the relationship between majors, jobs, industries, and careers. The visualization design features the intuitiveness of node-link diagrams and the scalability of aggregation-based techniques.
Chapter 6: Case Study 1 - Illustrative Visualization of Mesoscale Ocean Eddies

The contents of this chapter were presented in the conference of EuroVis 2017 and were published in the journal of Computer Graphics and Forum (paper title “Illustrative Visualization of Mesoscale Ocean Eddies”) [LSB17]. This paper serves as an example of creating overview visualizations for a 3D time-varying dataset (i.e., ocean eddies). The visualization in the teaser figure (Figure 6.1) gives an overview of the mesoscale ocean eddies and their motions in the Northwest Atlantic Ocean basin in the year 2006 and 2007.

Figure 6.1: This image shows the Gulf Stream eddies moving through the Northwest Atlantic Ocean basin in 2006 and 2007. Each eddy instance is illustrated by the depiction of its color-coded isosurface. Colors are used to differentiate cyclonic (green) and anticyclonic (purple) eddy and convey variations in ocean temperature (warm=light; cold=dark). Directional lines are used to highlight the motion of eddies. This is an illustrative visualization using actual data in a manner similar to hand drawing illustrations (e.g., Figure 6.2)
Abstract

Feature-based time-varying volume visualization is combined with illustrative visualization to tell the story of how mesoscale ocean eddies form in the Gulf Stream and transport heat and nutrients across the ocean basin. The internal structure of these three-dimensional eddies and the kinematics with which they move are critical to a full understanding of ocean eddies. In this work, we apply a feature-based method to track instances of ocean eddies through the time steps of a high-resolution multidecadal regional ocean model and generate a series of eddy paths which reflect the life cycle of individual eddy instances. Based on the computed metadata, several important geometric and physical properties of eddy are computed. Illustrative visualization techniques, including visual effectiveness enhancement, focus+context, and smart visibility, are combined with the extracted volume features to explore eddy characteristics at different levels. An evaluation by domain experts indicates that combining our feature-based techniques with illustrative visualization techniques provides an insight into the role eddies play in ocean circulation. The domain experts expressed a preference for our methods over existing tools.

6.1 Background

As the Gulf Stream flows across the Atlantic Ocean, it develops meanders, which spin off to form high-vorticity features called eddies. These mesoscale ocean eddies play an important role in transporting heat, salt, and nutrients in the ocean, both horizontally and vertically. Three-dimensional computer modeling of ocean circulation has long been used to study the development of such eddies, but publications in oceanography typically show only simple two-dimensional plots
of physical properties (e.g., temperature) on the surface and in vertical sections. This is partly because oceanographers are familiar with these views from observational studies (where available data may be only two-dimensional), and partly due to the limitations of the visualization tools that oceanographers typically use [WHP11]. While two-dimensional representations efficiently and simply illustrate the dominantly horizontal dynamics in the ocean, mesoscale eddies are places of vertical transport. The structure of mesoscale eddies along with their internal variation in temperature and salinity, and the migration and interaction of eddies over time and space, are all fundamentally three-dimensional. This motivates the development of fully three-dimensional visualization techniques that are appropriate to the analysis of mesoscale eddies in the ocean.

The use of visualization in the analysis of mesoscale ocean eddies addresses the need for insight into and illustration of the statistical population of eddies, the migration paths and potential transport by eddies, and the internal structure of eddies. Previous studies used visualization to provide a census of the eddies in a given dataset, visualize the spatial distribution of eddies [WHP11] [PWM13] [WPS16], and show the migration paths of eddies [ZM95] [PWM13]. Three-dimensional ray casting techniques and specialized colormaps were used to visualize the eddy structure and depth [SPA15]. Recent work on tracking eddies considers a variety of options in defining eddies [MAIS16]. Previous efforts at depicting eddy three-dimensional shape have primarily used abstractions (e.g., cylinders of eddy height in the Figure 4 and 5 of [WHP11]), reconstructed eddies from horizontal slices [ZM95], or just visualize all eddy instances in a data frame as a whole (e.g., Okubo-Weiss isosurface in the Figure 1 of [PWM13], and volume rendering of eddy kinetic energy in the Figure 1 of [SPA15]). The main challenges in this application domain
include understanding spatial relationships between eddy instances in a single time step, understanding the relationships of eddy instances over time (temporal relationships), and being able to observe the physical properties of single eddy instances.

Idealized images of mesoscale ocean eddies have appeared in publications. For example, in Figure 6.2 one can see a hand drawn figure of mesoscale ocean eddies in the Pacific Ocean off the coast of Japan. The goal of this work is to combine the style and structure of an illustrative figure of ocean eddies (similar to Figure 6.2) with time varying feature-based visualization techniques to automatically produce illustrative visualizations with actual data. This combination will allow the entire dataset to be summarized into a single concise view but also enable structural understanding of the eddies and their dynamics. The dataset used in this work is a numerical simulation [KC13] of the northwest Atlantic Ocean off the coast of North America generated by the Regional Ocean Modeling System (ROMS) [SM03]. The first step used to process the data is feature extraction to identify potential eddies. After filtering for various criteria, eddies are tracked over a pre-specified time range. Several important properties (i.e. vorticity orientation, depth, etc.) of eddies are computed based on the metadata. Traditional volume visualizations of eddies are presented as isosurfaces colored by boundary values of a physical property such as temperature. These are combined with illustrative-based techniques including visual effectiveness enhancement, focus+context, and smart visibility. Both isolated and in context (i.e., in the ocean basin) displays of the eddy migration process serve to provide variable levels of detail and to tell the story of how mesoscale ocean eddies form in the Gulf Stream and transport heat and nutrients across the ocean basin. Careful color-coding of isosurfaces with visual effectiveness enhancement indicates eddy
rotation and the value of a chosen physical property on the eddy boundary. Volume rendering of individual eddies hints at internal structure.

Figure 6.2: An artistic illustration of ocean eddies in the context of oceanic thermal structure. Image is courtesy of Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science and Technology. [JAM]

The contribution of this work includes: (1) The combination of illustrative visualization with automated feature-based techniques to produce a figure summarizing a pre-specified time range of data; (2) enhanced feature extraction and tracking techniques especially for ocean eddies as independent entities to highlight their internal properties and individual movements and follow their migration paths; and (3) an evaluation by domain experts on the use of these visualization for real-time analysis and publications.
6.2 Related Work

Previous research related to the methodologies adopted in this work includes illustrative visualization, oceanographic visualization, and time varying volume visualization.

Illustrative visualization focuses on generating more abstract or expressive visualizations typically inspired by works from artists and illustrators [RBGV08]. Hand-drawn images have been used for centuries to explain and depict natural phenomena and the main goal of illustrative visualization is to mimic these images by computing and abstracting the data automatically. The resulting visualization is a pictorial abstraction of the dataset (or datasets) as opposed to a direct rendering. Illustrative visualization of time varying data is especially helpful as it is difficult to convey motion without animation, and watching many time-frames is time consuming. In time-varying volume data, the process of illustrative visualization often relates to using metadata to enhance perception, manage visibility and provide focus in renderings of the data or its events (e.g., [JR05, JR08, JCRS09, LS08, HMCM09, BWF10]). A variety of techniques including visual effectiveness enhancement (primarily focused on non-photorealistic rendering (NPR) [RE01]), visibility management (or smart visibility) [VG05], focus+context [VKG05] [Hau06], and interactive visual storytelling [WH07] [MLF12] are useful for scientific visualization. Many of these techniques are summarized in [BCP12]. The motion of features over time can be depicted using a combination of tracking, variable transfer functions, and artistic renderings. Compositing of multiple time steps combined with selective colormaps to control visibility has been used effectively to convey the evolution of volume features [JCRS09] [HMCM09]. In many cases,
compositing in combination with selective visibility management can accurately convey the motion or evolution of flow features.

Understanding the motion of eddies and tracking that motion is of increasing interest to the oceanographic and meteorological communities. Zhu and Moorhead [ZM95] reconstructed the three-dimensional shape of ocean eddies from eddy boundaries identified on a vertical sequence of horizontal slices and tracked eddy instances over time by calculating their correlation probabilities between successive time instances. In visualizing the results, they placed the reconstructed three-dimensional structures of eddies in an ocean bathymetry of the Pacific Ocean off the coast of Japan and used track lines in a two-dimensional map to report the motion of ocean eddies over time. Grant et al. [GEO02] visualized the vertical structure and the life cycle of large anticyclonic eddies associated with the loop current by showing the raising and sinking of the thermocline associated with eddy genesis and decay. Contextualizing the eddy location and height within an ocean basin and its thermocline, Williams et al. [WHP11] presented a skeletonized view in which each eddy instance is simplified as a cylinder coded with different colors indicating the rotation direction. The height of the skeletal lines indicated the eddy vertical extent. Petersen et al. [PWM13] tracked eddies from a high-resolution simulation of the global ocean and provided a global census of the eddies. The authors presented the three-dimensional shape and spatial distribution of the eddies as isosurfaces of the Okubo-Weiss parameter. Samsel et al. [SPA15] developed specialized colormaps and a new three-dimensional ray casting technique to visualize the structural depth of ocean currents and eddies with high fidelity. Woodring et al. [WPS16] developed an in-situ workflow for eddy analysis in a high-resolution ocean climate model. Matsuoka et al. [MAIS16] explore two-
dimensional methods of defining and tracking eddies with the context of ocean currents. Our work extends some of their tracking techniques to three-dimensions.

Visualization of time-varying volume data has long been of interest to the visualization community. Methods generally include compressing data to make it more manageable [SCM99, MS00]; preselecting transfer functions for rendering [PLB01, JKM01]; using hardware-accelerated rendering [ECS00, LMC02]; and computing features and tracking them [SSZC94, SW97, RPS01, JSW03, JS06, CJR07, MM09, BWP10, CMN13]. Amongst these methods, automated feature computation techniques using domain knowledge can significantly reduce the amount of data that needs to be visualized by focusing on just those regions of interest. In this work, we adopt the feature-based techniques that depend on feature extraction and tracking. The process known as feature extraction and tracking consists of identifying interesting regions or coherent structures of a dataset (i.e., features), automatically searching for these features, and tracking these features as they move and interact from one time step to the next. Various feature tracking models have been proposed to track time-varying features and to visualize their evolution over time (referenced above). Most of the algorithms extract features from each time step using a variant of segmentation or isosurfacing, and then try to match extracted features from one time step to the next using volume overlap, pattern matching or feature-vector matching. One can also track groups of features [OWS12] and identify actions and activities [OSBM14].
6.3 Data and Approach

6.3.1 ROMS Data

The ocean data used for this study is from a multi-decadal regional ocean model simulation [KC13]. The simulation was performed using the Regional Ocean Modeling System (ROMS) [SM03], which solves the incompressible, hydrostatic, primitive equations with a nonlinear free surface. It employs orthogonal curvilinear coordinates in the horizontal and a generalized topography following coordinate in the vertical. The simulation domain covers the major path of the Gulf Stream through the northwest Atlantic (Figure 6.3).

![Figure 6.3: ROMS domain and a representative model output of the daily averaged sea surface temperature. [KC13]](image)

In this study, the chosen dataset to process covers the most recent two years (2006 and 2007) in this ROMS simulation with 730 daily-average NetCDF files (approximately 1.67 GB per file).
Each data frame has 760×360 grid points with a horizontal spacing of 7 km and 40 vertical terrain-following levels stretched toward the surface so as to resolve the surface boundary layers. Following the ROMS convention (https://www.myroms.org/wiki/Vertical_S-coordinate), the vertical coordinate transformation and stretching functions are types 2 and 4, respectively, with the surface and bottom control parameters $\theta_s=7$, $\theta_b=2$ and the stretching parameter=250. The data contains 56 variables such as temperature, salinity, and velocity vectors. Figure 6.3 [KC13] demonstrates the typical model output of the daily mean sea surface temperature (SST) for a given day. The mesoscale meanders and eddies of the GS are clearly seen.

### 6.3.2 Approach Overview

Our approach combines time varying feature-based techniques with illustrative visualization. Investigating eddies as independent features highlights their internal properties and individual movements. The availability of the full voxel set for each eddy feature enables the use of a variety of traditional volume visualization techniques (e.g., isosurfacing and volume rendering) and enhancements such as designed colormaps that can depict the physical properties (e.g., temperature, salinity, and velocity) along the eddy boundary or within the eddy. The focus of our method is on illustrating the changes in eddy shape or physical properties during migration in the context of the broader ocean or population of eddies, which is crucial but is not always apparent from standard visualization techniques. Several visual effectiveness enhancement techniques are applied in our work. Cylinders are used to simplified eddy instances and highlight their positions and vertical movements, directional lines and opacities to indicate eddy motion direction, and ocean basin
bathymetry to add context. We found that the illustrative flow visualization techniques such as visibility management (or smart visibility) [VG05], interactive visual storytelling [WH07] [MLF12], and context+focus [VKG05] [Hau06] give us sufficient artistic freedom to depict eddy kinematics in an expressive way, while simultaneously providing ocean scientists an insight into and enabling them to naturally interact with the data. Guided by these techniques, we place the visualized eddies in the context of time (compositing of time steps) and space (the ocean basin and the location of the eddy along its migration path) and connect all of the proposed visualizations with each other to provide variable levels of detail and to tell a full visual story. A framework of the proposed method can be found in Figure 6.4.

Figure 6.4: The proposed method has two phases: (1) Eddy feature computation includes three steps: eddy extraction, eddy path detection, and properties computation. All of these provide data that is used to construct the illustrative eddy visualization. (2) Illustrative eddy visualization.

6.4 Eddy Feature Computation

6.4.1 Eddy Feature Extraction

In the past few decades, several methods have been developed to detect eddies from satellite measurements and numerical simulations (see [MAIS16]). In this work, we use the Okubo-Weiss
(OW) criterion to detect eddy from ROMS data, because this method has shown considerable success and is the standard vortex criterion within the oceanographic community. The OW parameter [Oku70] [Wei91], which describes the relative dominance of deformation with respect to rotation of the flow, is one of the most widely used physical quantities to detect eddies. In general, this parameter divides the ocean into regions dominated by vorticity, regions dominated by strain or deformation, and a background where neither effect is dominant. Regions dominated by vorticity are potentially eddies. Eddies can be identified where the calculated OW values exceed a given threshold. Mathematically, the OW is defined as:

\[ OW = s_n^2 + s_s^2 - \omega^2 \] (1)

where \( s_n \) and \( s_s \) are the normal and shear components of strain respectively, and \( \omega \) is the relative vorticity of the flow. They are different combinations of partial differentiations of the horizontal velocities (u and v) in the x and y directions.

\[ s_n = \frac{\partial u}{\partial x} - \frac{\partial v}{\partial y} \] (2)

\[ s_s = \frac{\partial v}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial u}{\partial y} \] (3)

\[ \omega = \frac{\partial v}{\partial x} - \frac{\partial u}{\partial y} \] (4)

We follow the above formulas and compute the OW parameter in every grid point. In Figure 6.5, an OW parameter field is shown by plotting the OW parameter in a ROMS data frame. The
ROMS uses a geographic coordinate system with the spatial coverage of the data frame from 258.34° to 315.19° in longitude, 8.78° to 53.83° in latitude, and 0 meters to 5500 meters in altitude.

Beyond computing the OW parameter, we also pull five three-dimensional variables from ROMS: temperature, salinity, velocity in longitude direction (u), velocity in latitude direction (v), and vorticity sign, and save them with the computed OW parameter in every data point.

Given a positive threshold value, the OW parameter allows partitioning of the ocean data into strain dominated and vorticity dominated domains. To select only vorticity dominated features, we followed the convention in the ocean community and set the threshold as $0.2\sigma_{ow}$, where $\sigma_{ow}$ is the spatial standard deviation of an OW parameter field. A region-growing algorithm [SSZC94] [SW97] with a threshold of $0.2\sigma_{ow}$ is applied to the OW parameter field in every data frame. Note that the

*Figure 6.5: The Okubo-Weiss parameter is plotted on a data frame.*
threshold value changes in each data frame as the OW parameter depends on time. Connected components of points with OW values below the threshold are extracted from the data as vorticity-dominated features which are potential eddies. Each feature contains the values of the OW parameter and the five variables (temperature, salinity, u, v, and vorticity sign) at each point. Spatial properties of each extracted eddy feature, such as volume (number of grid points), centroid, and bounding box, etc. are also computed in the process of extraction.

Though the OW parameter can identify eddies both at and below the surface of the ocean, it also identifies high-vorticity features that should not be considered as eddies, particularly meanders in the Gulf Stream and other strong currents [WHP11]. To filter out non-eddy high-vorticity features, we combine the OW criterion with some geometrical constraints introduced in [KC13] and identify eddies from all of the extracted features (“eddy candidate”) in three steps: Step 1. Detect the local minima and maxima of sea surface height (SSH), as well as the local minima of the OW parameter and sea surface velocity magnitude; Step 2. Combine the minima of the OW parameter, velocity field, and the minima of SSH to determine cyclonic eddy centers; Step 3. Combine the minima of the OW parameter, velocity field, and the maxima of SSH to determine anticyclonic eddy centers. Features that fail this geometrical constraint test are filtered out. Here, cyclonic and anticyclonic are vorticity orientations. In the north hemisphere, cyclonic eddy spins counter-clockwise and anticyclonic eddy spins clockwise.
6.4.2 Eddy Path Detection

Since an eddy is considered as a temporal phenomenon, the complete description must include all of its instances along the time axis and the associated properties [ZM95]. Tracking is used to determine which eddy instances in consecutive time steps belong to the same eddy. We call this spatial-temporal process of an eddy migration over its life circle an eddy path. To detect eddy paths from the eddy extraction results, all of the identified eddy features are correlated over time with a volume-based feature tracking algorithm [SW97]. During the migration process, an eddy feature can split, propagate, and merge (see also [MAIS16]). The feature tracking algorithm computes various attributes including tracking history of features (correspondence list), position changes, and any other value/attribute that is a function of two consecutive time steps.

Tracking is only the first step in detecting eddy path. With numerous eddy features spanning hundreds of time steps, scientists need an automatic procedure to isolate each eddy path with their states indicating their interactions in the evolution. In our work, we utilized a state graph-based event detection framework introduced in [OSBM14] to capture these eddy paths. In this method, the state graph is represented as an enhanced Petri Net formalism and encapsulates all of the states a modeled event includes. As shown in Figure 6.6: the eddy path detection model uses five circles to represent five states (S1, S2, S3, S4, and S5) that any eddy may go through from its birth to death: birth (S1), propagate (S2), merge (S3), split (S4), and death (S5); the gray rectangles sitting between the circles define the transition conditions or actions between the states; the directed arcs define the connections between the states.
Execution of the eddy path detection algorithm starts from reading the tracking history and feature metadata and is done by means of tokens which represent instances of individual eddy features in a time step. The location of a token in the model describes the current status (new birth, propagated, split, merged, or about to die) of the eddy feature that token represents. The output file includes the participating eddies’ IDs and their corresponding state IDs (1, 2, 3, 4, 5) in each time step for each detected eddy path.

We tested the eddy path detection model for reachability (all other eddy states can be reached from the birth state) with different state and transition conditions. In our testing, we designed an automatic error detection mechanism to handle the possible errors. We modified our eddy path

Figure 6.6: Eddy path detection model. An eddy that lasts at least fifteen days will be detected. Each output eddy path includes eddy features’ IDs and their corresponding state IDs in each time step.
detection model to allow tokens to move twice within a timestep and forbid tokens moving from
the final state to any other states. The oceanographers who have collaborated in this project gave
us much help in designing and modifying the model. Based on their feedback, we added an eddy’s
minimum life span criterion of fifteen days, which means any detected eddies that lived less than
fifteen days were excluded in the final output.

6.4.3 Properties Calculation

Using the metadata computed in the Chapter 6.4.1 and 6.4.2, our method has a capability to
calculate several important geometric and physical properties of eddy.

**Depth.** The depth of an eddy defines how deep an eddy penetrates into ocean from its top.
This information can be computed by finding the distance between the upper X-Y plane and lower
X-Y plane in the bounding box.

**Radius.** The eddy radius is defined as \( R_e = \sqrt{A/I} \) Where \( R_e \) is the equivalent radius of a
circle with the same area (A) enclosed by the bounding box of eddy feature.

**Surface Area.** The surface area of an eddy is computed by the Maximum Unit Normal
Component (MUNC) algorithm [LEA92] as follow:

\[
\Delta a_i = \frac{\Delta x \Delta y}{|n_{zi}|} \text{ if } n_{zi} \text{ is the maximum unit normal component;} \quad (5)
\]

\[
\Delta a_i = \frac{\Delta x \Delta z}{|n_{yi}|} \text{ if } n_{yi} \text{ is the maximum unit normal component;} \quad (6)
\]

\[
\Delta a_i = \frac{\Delta y \Delta z}{|n_{xi}|} \text{ if } n_{xi} \text{ is the maximum unit normal component.} \quad (7)
\]
Where $\Delta x$, $\Delta y$, and $\Delta z$ are the dimensions of the $i$th grid; $n_{x_i}, n_{y_i}$, and $n_{z_i}$ are the unit normal vector components. Here $\Delta x$ and $\Delta y$ are firstly calculated in kilometers from the longitude/latitude points.

$$Surface \ Area = \sum_i^N \Delta a_i$$ (8)

**Volume.** The volume of an eddy is computed by the Divergence Theorem Algorithm (DTA) [LEA92] as follow:

$$Volume = k_x \sum_i^N (x_i n_{x_i} \Delta a_i) + k_y \sum_i^N (y_i n_{y_i} \Delta a_i) + k_z \sum_i^N (z_i n_{z_i} \Delta a_i)$$ (9)

where $x$, $y$, and $z$ are the coordinates; $k_x$, $k_y$, and $k_z$ are coefficients whose sum is equal to one; $n_{x_i}$, $n_{y_i}$, and $n_{z_i}$ are the unit normal vector components; and $\Delta a_i$ is determined by equation (8).

**Vorticity sign.** This sign defines the orientation of an eddy’s spin. It is positive if an eddy feature is cyclonic, and negative otherwise. This property is computed in identifying eddies from extracted features (Chapter 6.4.1).

**Duration.** The duration of an eddy is equal to the number of timesteps (here is days) in its evolution path.

**Migration Distance.** The migration distance of an eddy is equal to the total distance between eddy features in the eddy path.
6.5 Illustrative Eddy Visualization

In this section, illustrative visualizations are combined with standard visualization techniques such as isosurfacing and volume rendering to explore eddy characteristics and motions at four different levels: (1) Skeletonized Eddy Path Map where eddy instances are represented as simple glyphs (cylinders) and the path, a life span composited set of instances, is placed in the context of the ocean basin, Gulf Stream, and coastline to provide a summary view of eddy distribution with eddy vertical transfer highlighted. (2) Three-dimensional Eddy Path Map which replaces the cylinders in the Skeletonized Eddy Path Map with color-coded isosurface and places them in a more detailed context. (3) Isolated Eddy Path Visualization which illustrates the motion of an isolated eddy in space with a directional line and opacity to convey direction. (4) Single eddy visualization where an eddy feature can be color-coded as an isosurface or volume rendered to convey eddy rotation direction and map the temperature, velocity or other physical property variation inside and on the surface of it. A standalone GUI has been developed to implement these proposed visualizations (Figure 6.7). The GUI loads the selected eddy path sequences and provides a Skeletonized Eddy Path Map at first. Users can then switch to Three-dimensional Eddy Path Map. The visualized eddy paths in both maps are filterable by duration. An eddy path can be isolated and visualized in a new window where a single eddy instance is further investigated. The calculated eddy properties in Chapter 6.3 are provided along with the visualizations in the GUI.
6.5.1 Skeletonized Eddy Path Map

The Skeletonized Eddy Path Map is designed to give a qualitative overview of the vertical extent and spatial (horizontal) distribution of ocean eddies within time-varying volume data such as results from numerical simulations (e.g., ROMS). It is faster and permits observation of a larger portion of the dataset than the Three-dimensional Eddy Path Map. Figure 6.7 shows an example of our use of skeletonized eddies to depict eddy paths in the northwest Atlantic off the United States coastline in 2006 and 2007. The context of the visualization is provided by the combination of ocean basin bathymetry (from the ROMS model domain) and a flat land surface indicating the east coast of the US from which we created a terrain elevation surface using Delaunay Triangulation [Rup95]. The

![Figure 6.7: The GUI is showing a Skeletonized Eddy Path Map in 2006 and 2007. The eddy instances in the eddy paths lasting at least fifteen days are represented as simple glyphs (cylinders) and placed in a context of the ocean basin, Gulf Stream (orange line), and coastline. Color is used to differentiate cyclonic eddies (blue) and anticyclonic eddies (red).](image-url)
typical Gulf Stream is drawn as an orange line on the sea surface. In this map, each eddy instance is represented as a cylinder with its top and bottom at the same depth as the highest point and the lowest point in the eddy, similar to the eddy skeletonized view in [WHP11]. Based on the computed eddy vorticity orientation, either blue or red color is assigned to the cylinders to differentiate cyclonic (blue) and anticyclonic (red) eddies. In Figure 6.7, a minimum lifetime cutoff of thirty days is set and only eddies that meet that criteria are displayed. The Skeletonized Eddy Path Map visualizes the migration path of each month-long eddy path as a time composited sequence of cylinders within the ocean context. As we can see from the figure, cyclonic eddies are more likely to appear to the south of the Gulf Stream line while anticyclonic eddies are just the opposite. Also, most eddies extend less than 2000 meters below the sea surface (the deepest point of the ocean basin is 5500 meters).

### 6.5.2 Three-dimensional Eddy Path Map

Although the Skeletonized Eddy Path Map presents an efficient and succinct overview of the distribution and migration of ocean eddies, some important information such as the size, shape, and physical properties of eddies and the interactions between eddies is missing. To give a more informative summary of eddy migration, a Three-dimensional Eddy Path Map is proposed (see examples in Figures 6.1 and 6.8). This visualization replaces the eddy skeletons in the Skeletonized Eddy Path Map with isosurfaces of eddy features whose surfaces are color-coded by ocean temperature. Two different colormaps are applied to maintain the differentiation between the cyclonic (green colormap) and anticyclonic (purple colormap) eddies. A more refined context is
provided by the use of a higher resolution elevation dataset from National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration [NOA] in combination with actual topography (based on publicly available global elevation data) in the generation of a joint terrain surface. To avoid excessive occlusion between eddy features within an eddy path, we sample every eddy path at a sampling rate of one feature for every three days. We then added a directional line above each eddy path to provide a sense of continuity and convey the direction of eddy motion. In Figure 6.8, the physical

Figure 6.8: This three-dimensional Eddy Path Map shows the eddy paths that last at least fifty days in 2006 and 2007. The physical and kinematic changes in an eddy over its life cycle are illustrated by the depiction of its three-dimensional color-coded isosurface in successive time steps. Directional lines above each eddy path highlight eddy motion. Colors convey variations in ocean temperature. Three typical scenarios are observed from the map: A. An eddy propagates onto the shelf, then bumps it before splitting. B. A cyclonic eddy propagates to the west. C. An anticyclonic eddy propagates to the east.
tapering of the eddy and the penetration of the thermocline by the eddy are clearly illustrated. The three insets along the bottom of the figure animate three typical scenarios of eddy dynamics observed in the map: an eddy propagates onto the shelf, then bumps the cliff before splitting into several “smaller eddies”; a cyclonic eddy propagates westwards; and an anticyclonic eddy propagates eastwards.

### 6.5.3 Isolated Eddy Path Visualization

Sometimes an oceanographer wants to focus on the details of a single eddy path. The Isolated Eddy Path Visualization presents every time step of an isolated eddy path as an isosurface color-coded by temperature, or other user-specified physical property (e.g. salinity, velocity), without any distracting context. This visualization highlights the physical changes an eddy goes through in space and time. To avoid occlusion by successive eddies, the distance between visualized eddy features is exaggerated by a factor of ten relative to the spatial scaling of the eddy isosurface. Following the opacity modulation techniques in [JR05], eddy features in older time steps are shown as a faded representation. Directional lines also convey eddy motion during the structural and temporal changes. Figure 6.9 presents four examples, two cyclonic and two anticyclonic eddy paths, of the proposed Isolated Eddy Path Visualization.

### 6.5.4 Individual Eddy Visualization

The Individual Eddy Visualization helps scientists observe the internal structure and the variation of physical properties both inside and on the surface of a picked eddy. Examples of a cyclonic eddy
and an anticyclonic eddy (selected from two eddy paths in Figure 6.9) are visualized in Figure 6.10 and 6.11. The variation of a selected physical property that is either temperature, salinity, or horizontal velocity on each eddy surface is visualized as a color-coded isosurface. Different colormaps are consistently used with different properties to assist the scientist’s memory and recognition. To gain insight into the internal structure by considering the internal variation of physical properties, the two eddy features are clipped with a cutting plane and are rendered with standard ray-casting volume rendering techniques. From Figure 6.10, we can see that temperature drops both inside and on the surface of the two eddies as they extent deeper into ocean, and that the anticyclonic eddy in the upper row of the figure has a warm core (i.e. the center is warmer than outside) while the cyclonic eddy in the bottom row of the figure has a cold core (i.e. the center is colder than outside). Moreover, we observe that temperature decreases gradually within the thermocline from 200 meters to 1000 meters in depth, while almost keeping constant below the
thermocline. In Figure 6.11, horizontal velocity of the anticyclonic eddy and salinity of the cyclonic eddy are visualized showing that both salinity and horizontal velocity decrease as the two eddies go deeper into the ocean.

Figure 6.10: Individual Eddy Visualization of temperature for an anticyclonic eddy (a, b) and a cyclonic eddy (c, d). In (a) and (c), temperature variation on the surface are color coded in isosurface of the two eddies. In (b) and (d), eddies are first clipped by a cutting plane, then their internal structures are shown by volume rendering indicating the variation of temperature inside.
Figure 6.11: Individual Eddy Visualization of horizontal velocity for an anticyclonic eddy (a, b) and salinity for a cyclonic eddy (c, d).

6.6 Expert Evaluation

Our method and visualization results were reviewed by the three domain experts at Rutgers University who have collaborated in this project: Karen Bemis, who specializes in applying three-
dimensional visualization to volcanology and marine geophysics; Enrique Curchitser and Dujuan Kang, the physical oceanographers who provided the ROMS data. Our expert evaluation was designed to obtain subjective and critical feedback from these experts.

6.6.1 Methodology

We first gave a presentation to introduce our methodology and show the eddy visualization results to the experts. We then invited them to use our GUI to explore and interact with the proposed visualizations. Finally, they gave their both written and oral comments on the figures of eddy visualization (Figure 6.1, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 in this chapter) to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed illustrative eddy visualization in addressing the main challenges of this application domain: whether the method was able to convey information about the ROMS data, namely, the spatial relationships between eddy instances in a single time step, the temporal relationships of eddy instances over time, and the internal structure and physical properties of single eddy instances.

6.6.2 Expert Feedback

This subsection first describes the feedback from the experts on individual visualizations and then summarizes the overall impressions. The proposed Skeletonized Eddy Path Map shown in Figure 6.7 was particularly liked by an expert as, “This figure provides a clear overview of the evolutions and distributions of the long-lived cyclonic and anticyclonic eddies in a year. The ocean bottom topography is vividly illustrated. The duration threshold can be adjusted to show the life cycles of eddies with different life times.” Furthermore, the experts said that this technique has potential in
summarizing the data in different time-ranges, but could be even more useful if combined with some on-the-fly statistical analysis.

All of the experts preferred the proposed *Three-Dimensional Eddy Path Map* in Figure 6.1 and 6.8 over the existing two-dimensional eddy road map (e.g., Figure 1 in [DBSL07] and Figure 6 in [ZM95]). The figures helped them understand the different life histories of anti-cyclonic and cyclonic eddies and how these are affected by interactions with the ocean basin: “These figures provide insights into the eddies’ on-shore and cross-stream transport of the momentum and energy and both figures tell a story of what happens to Gulf Stream eddies.” Furthermore, one of the experts thought showing the life path of detected eddies in the context provides a “nice interesting way to show if eddies generated in a particular region are more likely to end up on the shelf.” The experts were surprised at how few eddies actually approach the shelf and that most anti-cyclonic eddies move away from the shelf.

The *Isolated Eddy Path Visualization* in Figure 6.9 was liked by all of the three experts, because: “This figure illustrates trajectories of the long-lived cyclonic and anticyclonic eddies in 3D. Visualizing eddy path as a series of 3D entities provides more details than traditional 2D vertical profile view and tracking lines. The color-coded isosurface clearly conveys the temperature variation on eddy surface.” The experts were also amazed to see that the eddies almost invariably taper to a point at depth, “The tendency to narrow with depth has implications about the geostrophic and shear conditions of the ocean and how they change with depth.” They called this visualization as “an effective and succinct way to observe the temporal, spatial, and physical changes of a small number of eddies.”
For Figure 6.10 and 6.11, experts were interested in the capacity of the proposed Individual Eddy Visualization in showing the profiles of temperature, salinity, and vertical velocity in the eddies chosen from the context, “These two figures give me a close view to eddies. The technique has the potential to improve the understanding of inner-eddy structures or distributions of different properties, such as temperature, salinity, or biogeochemical variables.” One issue that did come up was the difficulty of “seeing inside” the volume rendered results in these figures. Alternatives were suggested including adding slice planes and volume cuts (similar to Figure 5 and 7 in [CLTE11]) which show vertical profiles of eddies using temperature anomaly.

Experts were also pleased to be provided with an interactive tool that allows them to choose their view. While statistics are needed for publications, the sliding bar on the GUI (see figure 6.7 for one example in the GUI) provided immediate feedback on the differences between eddies based on eddy lifespan. The interactivity provided by the GUI allowed the experts to ask questions: “I finally got to ask ‘can I see more details on that anti-cyclonic eddy that moves for weeks in the opposite direction to most anti-cyclonic eddies?’ and be able to get a direct answer.” The connection between eddies in the regional views and their isolated instances provides powerful query capability as the length of simulation and hence the number of long-lived eddies increases.

The expert evaluation process gave us much more qualitative information regarding how our method can help develop a better understanding of the ocean circulation. In general, we found that the experts thought our techniques are effective in helping them understand eddy properties and motions. And they liked the GUI we developed that allowed for interactive exploration. The novelty of our method is also favored by all of the three experts one of whom wrote in a follow-up email:
“It constitutes a significant upgrade to state of the art tools for visualizing the ROMS data and that it is novel with respect to the integrated display of paths and shapes in the context of ocean basins.”

Although the color-code isosurface of eddies is favored by the experts, the traditional two-dimensional techniques in showing eddy internal structure were preferred over the cut-away volume rendering techniques in Figure 6.10 and 6.11. We think that this is partially due to the limitations of volume rendering and partially because of their familiarity with the two-dimensional visualization technique which allows them to interpret the values in a chosen slice. The scientists are currently writing up a publication based on the finding of the tracked eddy data. The experts were satisfied with the overall processing and visualization performance. The combined processing time from feature extraction to illustrative visualization (order of hours) is much less than the ROMS simulation run time (order of days to months). In the interactive viewing tool, which uses precomputed processing, the response to changing the sliding bar on eddy lifespan is instantaneous.

6.7 Conclusion

Visualization plays a key role in developing scientific insight into ocean circulation. The goal of this work is to combine the hand drawn figurative depiction of mesoscale ocean eddies (e.g., similar to the Figure 6.2) with time varying feature-based visualization techniques to automatically produce illustrative visualizations from a high-resolution regional ocean model. This combination will allow the entire dataset to be summarized into a single concise view but also enable structural understanding of the eddies and their dynamics. Investigating eddies as independent features highlights their internal properties and individual movements with a flexibility to provide
illustrations of various scope (including ocean basin scale, eddy migration path scale, and individual eddy scale). The proposed illustrative visualization method effectively conveys the spatial relationships between eddy instances, temporal relationships of eddy instances over time, and the variation of physical properties both inside and on the surface of eddy instances. Variable levels of detail provided by the proposed visualizations help scientists understand how mesoscale ocean eddies form in the Gulf Stream and transport heat and nutrients across the ocean basin. An expert evaluation was conducted to identify the effectiveness of our techniques. The experts’ feedback indicated that our method gives an insight into the role eddies play in ocean circulation. Given this initial success, we intend to extend the capabilities of our illustrative eddy visualization techniques. As ocean dynamics and its interactions with the ocean ecosystem are inherently multivariate problems, we plan to develop multi-variable visualizations that convey a greater sense of the interactions. In addition, the transport capacity of eddies is related to the differences between the internal properties of eddies and the properties of the surrounding ocean, so we plan to develop modern visual methods that convey that same sense of differential seen in two-dimensional cross-sections.
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Chapter 7: Case Study 2 – Interactive Visualization of Job Posting Data

The contents of this chapter were presented in the conference of IEEE VIS 2018 at Berlin, Germany and were published in the journal of IEEE Computer Graphics and Application (paper title “Application Driven-Design: Help Students Understand Employment and See The “Big Picture”) [LSB18]. This paper is a case study of creating overview visualizations for an abstract dataset (i.e., job postings in a university job database).

Figure 7.1: The user interface contains three modules. The left module has (a) a control panel, and (b) an inset of a statistical view. The center module (c) visualizes the job posting database as a circular layout. Majors are on the left side, and career sectors are on the right. A user can select majors or career sectors to see their relationships in a Relation View. Here a Relation View visualizes the links between five selected majors and career fields containing job postings requesting at least one of these majors. (d) The right module lists job postings. In the Tag Cloud View (e), the keywords of job postings that are listed in (d) are displayed as tag cloud. Each term in the tag cloud is clickable and is linked to a list of job postings as in (f). A particular job posting can be identified from (d) or (f).
Abstract
Understanding how college preparation relates to employment prospects is crucial in positioning a student for successful post-college employment. Yet few tools for job seeking or job market assessment utilize visualizations. Visualizing job postings and helping students gain a better sense of the job market require both the representation of hundreds of majors and thousands of jobs and the display of the intangible relationships between them. To address these challenges, we present JobViz, a novel visualization designed for interactive exploration of job postings from a university career portal and for use with career counseling. The application-driven design combines the intuitiveness of node-link diagrams and the scalability of aggregation-based techniques to provide an overview of the entire database and to allow users to individualize and explore the data. We demonstrate the effectiveness of JobViz with a case study and two questionnaire-based user studies.

7.1 Background
In today’s “competency-based education” model, universities are being pressured to make sure students are graduating with the skills they need to be directly employed. Students may or may not have already decided upon a major, but are nevertheless interested in their potential job prospects. Therefore, assisting students to understand the links between majors and job opportunities and providing students with effective career counseling is becoming more and more important at universities. Where do students go to get information on available jobs, desired majors, and necessary skills? Many students utilize the counselors at the university career services or their academic advisors, who then have them use the career portal or commercial web-based job search
engines (e.g., Indeed, Monster, etc.). These tools rely solely on text-based querying and a linear presentation of results, and so they do not give novice users a general overview and understanding of the data. Most students are forced to query the list-based job portals using keywords they may have thought of or majors that they are considering. The students then discuss the results with their advisors. However, they cannot get an overview or “gestalt” view of all of the data.

A visualization system that presents the entire university job posting database and enables data exploration and analysis in a more holistic, interactive, and education-centric way would be a valuable asset to career counseling. With such a system, students can get a better sense of the demands in the workplace, make more informed decisions about their major choices and class selections, and adjust their job seeking approach to maximize success and satisfaction.

Major design challenges center on the need to (a) present an accurate summary of relationships between the large number of majors and even larger number of job postings, (b) counter the many preconceived notions students have about majors and employment, and (c) overcome both presentation bias and selection bias that can readily bias the novice user (students). Presentation bias relates to the ease of overlooking portions of a long list based upon where in a list a particular term is placed. Selection bias refers to when users search only for familiar items thereby potentially missing out on a big picture view of the data. The ultimate goal for JobViz is to use visualization as part of a career counseling process.

The job posting data can be characterized as categorical data. Multivariate categorical data contain a series of variables whose values comprise a set of discrete categories [FS00]. The discrete nature of categorical data inherently requires different methods from those commonly used for
quantitative data. Previous techniques (see Chapter 7.2) have been developed to visualize the associations between categorical data variables. However, the techniques are less effective with large numbers of categories and data entries. Displaying the intangible relationships between categorical variables (e.g., majors and jobs) is also a challenge.

To address these challenges, we designed JobViz, an interactive visualization system for university job postings (Figure 7.1). Combining the intuitiveness of node-link diagrams and the scalability of aggregation-based techniques, JobViz presents a visual overview of the relationships between majors and jobs by treating four variables (i.e., major, job title, position type, and class level) as interconnected sets. The proposed visualization features the simplicity and familiarity of a circular layout, hierarchical edge bundles, and tag clouds and provides both an overview of the database and the capacity for interactive queries to retrieve contextualized details. With this layout, we also tried to remove any inherent bias in the data to enable students to look at and understand all of the data.

In this chapter, we discuss our design process and show how an overview visualization can help students gain a better sense of the job market. We have performed two user studies of our visualization: one for general feedback and the other as part of a career development class where it is being utilized as a component of the curriculum.

### 7.2 Related Work

The problem of displaying associations between categorical variables can be treated as visualizing relations between sets. Categorical variables take discrete non-ordered values comprising a set of
categories. Data entries are classified into the categories. Visualizing sets and their relations have been approached in various ways including Euler diagrams, matrix-based techniques, scatterplot-based techniques, node-link diagrams, and aggregation-based techniques [AMA14]. The proposed visualization approach relates most closely to node-link diagrams and aggregation-based techniques.

Node-link diagrams model the membership relations between elements and sets as edges of a bipartite graph [AMA14]. Bipartite graphs can be represented by different layouts. For example, Jigsaw [SGL08] places the elements (categories) of two sets (variables) in two lists parallel to each other and links these elements by lines to represent the overlap. Parallel coordinates [ID90] extends the idea of parallel list visualization to n-dimensional (n>=2) categorical data by placing n vertical lists (axes) side by side. Each n-dimensional data entry is represented by a polyline which intersects the parallel axes. Circos [KSB09] arranges elements (categories) of sets (variables) around a circular layout and connects them by ribbons of varying thickness. The ribbon thickness encodes the number of data entries that fall in both elements.

Aggregation-based techniques combine multiple elements belonging to a specific overlap between sets into a single visual object. They often summarize categorical variables into a contingency table before analysis. A typical example is Mosaic Display [FS00] which represents overlapping elements of sets (cells of a contingency table) as a collection of rectangular “tiles” whose areas are proportional to the strength of overlap (cell frequencies). Parallel Sets [KBH06] improves parallel coordinates [ID90] by representing sets as boxes with size proportional to the number of elements and substituting frequency based ribbons across sets for polylines. Contingency
Wheel [AAMG12] is designed for visualizing asymmetrically large 2-way contingency tables where the number of rows greatly exceeds that of columns. Contingency Wheel treats each column (a category of a low cardinality variable) as a set and visualizes them as circular sectors. The cells along each column are treated as elements of sets and are represented in histograms to show the breakdown. Arcs show overlaps between pairs of sets.

There are many existing job posting sites both free (e.g., Monster [Monster], Indeed [Indeed]) and subscription-based (e.g., Burning Glass [BGT], Emsi [Emsi]). Domain professionals have used various information visualization techniques (e.g., bubble charts [Gap12], tag cloud [Big13], and circular display [UCB14]) to create an overview of employment data. Many of these techniques play an important role in explaining reports, accompanying studies, and assisting decisions making. While some have visualizations relating to queried data, none provide visual interfaces to the data.

JobViz combines the advantages of node-link diagrams and aggregation-based techniques to constitute a multi-level overview-detail exploration interface. Jobs are aggregated into career sectors for scalability, but the visualization emphasizes each major element and career sector as individual objects around a circular layout and explicitly represents their intersections by spline curves. A tag cloud displays the summarization of keywords of job postings.

7.3 System Design

The overarching goal is to design a visualization that provides a holistic educative overview of a database of job postings. This initial goal was refined and expanded during the design process. The tool is targeted towards undergraduate students who are novice users that do not have a background
in the labor and career field. However, to reach the students the tool gets distributed through career counselors and educators. While counselors are conscious of design choices, they are also aware of pitfalls and biased assumptions that students may have. The design must take this into consideration as well. Occasionally these influences suggest conflicting design choices. Driven by the application domain, our design followed the nested model [Mun09] at different stages.

7.3.1 Data Characterization

The job posting data used in this work is from the Rutgers University career portal. While this is specific to one university, many universities use the same system [Symplicity] with the same data format. The career portal contains about 10,000 job postings at any one time. Companies fill out a questionnaire when posting a new job including information such as Employer, Job Title, Position Type, Majors, Class Level, Posted Date, Location, and Job Description. The system expects companies to choose which major they think is most applicable to the job postings. However, companies can also choose a set of majors or have the option of choosing “All Majors” (i.e., indicating they have no preference for a particular major). This data is similar to job posting data on public sites except that major information is displayed and these positions tend to be entry-level.

We pull data from the career portal and save it in a CSV spreadsheet in which each row records a job posting. Data updates can be done through processing table entries. Our system design mainly focused on the visual representation of five categorical variables (i.e., majors, job titles, position types, class levels, and job descriptions) and the connections between them.
7.3.2 Tasks Abstraction

The potential end users of the system-to-be include college students, university career counselors, and faculty. As part of our design process, we worked closely with the career counselors at Rutgers Career Services and interviewed with four professors (two from computer science, one from electrical engineering, and one from environmental science) and seven students to collect their requirements.

We found that all of the potential users would like to see a big picture of the relationships between college majors and job postings. Students, our main audience, also want to know what types of jobs are available and what majors and skills are most requested by employers in the job market. Career counselors needed intuitive tools and interactive presentation techniques to help students understand more about the data. The professors were especially interested in learning how the course materials they teach relates to the employment sectors. Based on the requirement analysis, we compiled a list of user analysis tasks as follow.

T1 What does the entire database of job postings look like?

T2 How are majors and jobs related to each other?

  a. What jobs require a particular major?

  b. What majors are appropriate for a particular job?

T3 Can more detail be shown for a particular major or career field?

T4 Can the actual job posting be displayed?

T5 What credentials are required by a particular job posting or set of job postings (e.g., a career field or industry sector)?
These tasks summarize the topics, concerns, and sentiments expressed in the interviews and were later confirmed through the design process.

7.3.3 Design Principles and Visual Encoding

Through the task analysis, we identified the following key design principles that form the basis of the system: **DP1.** Show an overview of all data relationships including connections between majors and jobs (T1, 2); **DP2.** Provide interactive query and access to all levels of data details including actual job postings (T2, 3, 4); **DP3.** Visually summarize the requested credentials for categories or groups of jobs (T5); **DP4.** Reduce the information bias (as requested by the career counselors and discussed in Chapter 7.7).

The visual encoding was iteratively guided by the above data characterization and design principles over the course of two years of collaboration with students, counselors, and experts in visual design. In each design iteration, several design choices were proposed and explored. We also demonstrated our prototypes to the users and invited them to evaluate the prototypes for effectiveness, to identify the limitations, and to provide design suggestions for improvement.

The initial design started with identifying the crucial variables. For four of the five categorical variables, we grouped data entries into categories. Each variable was treated as a set and its categories as elements in a set. Among the set visualization techniques [AMA14], node-link diagrams were judged suitable for visualizing these sets because node-link diagrams visually emphasize the elements as individual objects and explicitly represent their connections. For the final visual component, we decided to summarize the keywords of job postings by creating a tag
cloud [HR08] of a collection of skills, industry knowledge, and other facets from the job descriptions. This design decision was driven by the fact that the representation of a tag cloud is compact and draws the eye towards the largest, and presumably most important items [HR08]. Based on these considerations, we designed two bipartite layouts in which the first (Figure 7.2a) places the elements in two parallel axes (similar to parallel coordinates [ID90]), and the second (Figure 7.2b) arranges elements in a detached circular layout (similar to Circos [KSB09]). The tag cloud of keywords was placed in the center.

We presented these two design choices of node-link diagrams with pre-attentive visual components and properties (Figure 7.2) to several students and a professor with a background in visual design. They all favored the circular layout over the parallel layout. One advantage of a circular layout is that it is compact display. It makes effective use of screen real estate as it occupies a large circular area in the middle of the screen while reserving the sides and corners for other

![Figure 7.2: Two design choices of the node-link diagram for comparison in our initial design. (A) places elements in two parallel coordinates and (B) arranges elements in a circular layout. (B) was preferred.](image-url)
purposes (e.g., legend and buttons as shown in Figure 7.1c). Furthermore, resolution varies linearly and increases with radial position within the circle. This makes the center of the circle ideal for compactly displaying low resolution summary information (i.e., links and tag cloud) which the reader can then follow outward to explore the data in greater detail. The third advantage of a circular layout is its neutrality which was requested by the career counselors. By placing visual elements at equal distances from each other and from the center of the drawing, none is given a privileged position. The first prototype of JobViz was based on the visualization design in Figure 7.2b. The circumference of the circular layout was divided into four separate sections for majors, job titles, class levels, and position types. Each job title in the visualization is linked to a job posting. The center of the circular layout was left for displaying major-job links and the tag cloud. We represented the major-job links as spline curves based on the Hierarchical Edge Bundles [Hol06], because they were more compact than straight lines. The first prototype was demonstrated to a career counselor and dozens of students in a workshop. The audiences all liked the components of the visualization: the detached circular layout, the major-job links, and the tag cloud. However, they thought the visualization became too cluttered when there were over 1000 job titles listed.

In developing the second prototype, we realized that we need not visualize majors, job titles, class levels, and position types in the same way. The last two variables can be used as criteria to filter jobs rather than displayed visually. Majors are a primary part of the message so we kept the explicit listing of majors from the first prototype, but clustered majors by major areas. Segments with unique colors distinguish majors from different major areas (Figure 7.1c). We stepped back to our initial design choice of set visualization approaches and recognized that aggregation-based
techniques have higher scalability in handling the large number of elements and so are better for representing jobs. Driven by the audiences’ feedback and the design of Contingency Wheel [AAMG12], we grouped job titles into twelve career sectors [CF] and represented them as detached circular sectors with unique colors. Numerical labels on each career sector indicate the number of jobs they contain. Unlike Contingency Wheel which displays overlaps between sectors, the career sectors here are independent from each other (i.e., no job postings belong to more than one career sector). The relationships between majors and career sectors are presented as links which connect majors on the left semi-circle to career sectors on the right semi-circle.

As shown in Figure 7.3, we designed three patterns of career sectors. The first pattern used equal-size sectors and attached three bars to each sector to represent the breakdown of jobs with different position types or class levels. The second and third patterns visually encode the number of jobs in each career sector by circular spans and outer radius respectively. To ensure effective visualization, we ran a focus group with five career counselors from Rutgers Career Services. The counselors rejected the second design because it showed some bias on small career sectors. For the first design, some of them thought presenting every career sectors with equal size did not display the information visually and the bars outside the circle were confusing. Our final design adopts the third design pattern of career sectors.

7.3.4 User Interface and Interactions

JobViz is a web-based application implemented using D3.js (https://d3js.org/), a JavaScript library for data visualization. The user interface (as shown in Figure 7.1) consists of four components,
including a control panel and an inset of statistical view on the left module, a central module for data visualization display, and a right module for listing and filtering job postings. The user interface can support the following user interactions:

- **Load job posting data.** Users can select job posting data by date (e.g., 2015, 2016) from a dropdown menu and load the data for visualization.

- **Initiate/change visualization layout.** Users can group majors by school or by major area and color-code all of the major-career links by major groupings.

- **Query relationships.** Users can see links connect major(s) to related career sectors by selecting majors or a career sector in the visualization, or by searching for major(s) directly from a textbox on the control panel.

*Figure 7.3: Three choices to design the career sectors. (a) was not adopted because of the visual clutter. (b) was rejected by the career counselors due to under representing small career sectors. (c) is the final design choice.*
- **Request tag cloud.** Users can click the button titled “Tag Cloud” to display a tag cloud for a group of job postings and click the button “Tag Color” to color code the visualized tags by career sectors.

- **Change the tension of links.** Users can move a slider on the control panel to change the bundling effect on the links. The higher the value is, the closer the links will be.

- **Browse a Statistical View.** Users can switch between the tabs titled “Majors” and “Jobs” to see the statistics.

- **Filter job postings.** Users can filter the job postings listed on the right module by position type or class level.

- **Open a career sector.** Users can double click a career sector and see the industry sectors it contains.

- **Open/Save a job posting.** Users can identify a job from the visualization, open it to read the full posting, and save it in a “shopping cart” for later use.

### 7.3.5 System Overview

A flowchart of the system overview is shown in Figure 7.4. The data visualization contains multiple views that are well coordinated to accomplish the design principles (\textit{DP1-4}): A Database View that provides an overview of all majors, job postings in the database, and their relationships (\textit{DP1, 4}); a Relation View that visualizes the relationships between majors and jobs as spline curves connecting a set of majors with career sectors (\textit{DP2}); and a Tag Cloud View that displays frequent keywords of job postings and links them to their sources visually using color (\textit{DP3}). Details of the
data can be accessed from the visualization ($DP2$). The multiple views of the visualization are visually encoded from three data processing steps triggered by user interactions in exploring the visualization: visualization layout creation, major-career links selection, and tag cloud computation.

A statistical view is linked to the visualization to show the distributions of active majors and jobs.

Figure 7.4: A system overview of JobViz. The system has a data processing part and a visualization part with three coordinated views: Database View, Relation View, and Tag Cloud View. Additional statistics of majors and jobs can be found in a Statistical View.

### 7.4 Algorithm Design

#### 7.4.1 Preprocessing

The job posting data is currently downloaded from the career portal and uploaded as a CSV file into Jobviz. (Eventually the two systems could be integrated, but currently they are two separate systems). A linked list is then constructed for efficient set operations on the data. In the linked list, a job node stores all of the data fields (title, employer, position type, post time, etc.) and a reference
to the requested majors. A major node contains the information of name, school, major area, and a
reference to all of the relevant job nodes. Job descriptions of each job posting are parsed into single
words (common words are removed) for future tag cloud computation and these words are added
to each job node as a new field named “keywords”.

7.4.2 Visualization Layout Creation

This algorithm computes the positions of majors, the size of career sectors, and the links between
them in the visualization. It first clusters majors and arranges them alphabetically in each cluster
(initially by school, but that can be changed to major area by users), then categorizes job nodes into
industry sectors (or job categories), based on the information provided by the companies. These
industry sectors are further grouped into twelve career sectors [CF]. As shown in Figure 7.3c, the
outer radius of each career sector is computed as the following formula where the inner radius is
constant for all career sectors:

\[
OuterRadius_i = InnerRadius + 50 \times \log_2(\text{number of jobs})
\]

After the circular layout is plotted, the algorithm creates a contingency matrix \( L \) of which rows
stand for majors and columns for career sectors. All of the job nodes are scanned and if a job from
career sector \( n \) is requesting major \( m \), the element \( l_{mn} \) in the matrix \( L \) will add a reference to this
job. After the scanning, each element \( l_{mn} \) in the matrix will contain references to major \( m \), career
sector \( n \), and a set of job nodes \( \{J_{mn}\} \):
\[
\{J_{mn}\} = \{\text{jobs} \in \text{Career Field } n\} \cap \{\text{jobs requesting Major } m\}
\]

The visualization plots major-career links based on the matrix \(L\). Whenever the set of jobs \(\{J_{mn}\}\) in an element \(l_{mn}\) is not empty, a link will be created between major \(m\) and career sector \(n\). These links are initially represented as gray spline curve with equal thickness, but can be colored to match the major groups with different thicknesses indicating the number of connected jobs.

### 7.4.3 Major-Career Links Selection

This algorithm will be triggered when users click a major or a career sector from the visualization or search for a major from the search text box on the left module. The algorithm first searches all of the major-career links to find those connected to the selected items, then identifies the corresponding elements in matrix \(L\) to extracts the job nodes from these elements. For each found link that connects major \(m\) to career sector \(n\), the algorithm computes a correlation coefficient \(\text{Coef}_{mn}^\prime\):

\[
\text{Coef}_{mn}^\prime = \frac{|\{J_{mn}\}|}{|\{\text{jobs} \in \text{Career Field } n\}|}
\]

The stronger the relationship between major \(m\) and career sector \(n\) is, the higher the \(\text{Coef}_{mn}\) will be. In the visualization, all of the computed correlation coefficients are visually encoded as the thickness of the links whose colors follow those of selected majors or career sectors.
7.4.4 Tag Cloud Computation

This algorithm computes a tag cloud for the job nodes that are currently listed on the right module. It first collects all of the keywords from these job nodes and counts the frequency of each keyword, then sorts the keywords by frequencies. The first fifty (can be changed) keywords are selected to display as tags. Each tag links to the job postings that mention it. The position of each tag is randomly assigned and the tag size is computed from the frequency:

\[ \text{TagSize}_i = \frac{\text{InnerRadius}}{8 \times \text{frequency}_0} \times \text{frequency}_i \]

where the \( \text{frequency}_0 \) is the maximum frequency found for the set of job nodes.

7.5 User Scenarios

In this section, we illustrate JobViz’s functionality and utility using two typical user scenarios with the key tasks that the tool is designed to support. The demonstration data are job postings posted from January to September in 2016.

7.5.1 Scenario One

In this scenario, student A is a freshman just starting to work with a career counselor and wants to understand the relationship between different majors and job opportunities. From the initial Database View (Figure 7.5a), she finds that the most popular major is actually “any major”, i.e., finds out that many of the jobs being posted on the career portal do not really care about the major. Next, she looks at all of the major-career links by major areas as shown in Figure 7.5b. In this view,
several “job-popular” majors standout such as Education, Communication, Marketing, Computer Science, and Food Science. The career sectors “business” and “engineering” also show higher connectivity.

The student then explores the actual job postings that are listed on the right module. The histogram of job posting in the Statistical View indicates that more than half of the opportunities are internships (many job postings contain more than one position type). To further analyze, she
filters the job postings by position type and requests tag clouds to show the most frequently mentioned key words in the internships and full-time jobs. From the two generated Tag Cloud Views (Figure 7.5c, d), she notices that they both contain the key words “business”, “sales”, “marketing”, and “computer”. However, some obvious distinctions are observed. The Tag Cloud View of internships contains some unique terms like “social”, “nonprofit”, “public”, and “education” which suggest many internships are in the nonprofit/education sector. On the other hand, “management”, “develop”, “algorithm”, “science”, “teaching”, and “java” are in the other Tag Cloud View, indicating that full-time experienced jobs are more related to majors and professional skills. (Note: JobViz contains only job postings from the university career portal, where employers are typically soliciting students with little or no experience.) Moreover, the color of tags indicates that “Engineering” and “Business” career sectors are more dominant in full-time experienced jobs.

### 7.5.2 Scenario Two

In this scenario, student B is a freshman or sophomore who wants to know the future employment in several career sectors and which majors could lead to those directions. This information can help him choose courses. He starts by clicking career sectors “Communication”, “Arts & Entertainment”, and “Science” successively to see three Relation Views and the associated Statistical Views (Figure 7.6). The visualizations indicate that a career sector relates to many more majors and even major areas than he expected, though each of them primarily requests majors from several targeted major areas (e.g., the career sector “Arts & Entertainment” welcomes social science majors while the “Science” sector mostly requests STEM majors). He opens the career sector “Arts & Entertainment”
The user selects a major and sees the industry sectors it contains and then requests a Tag Cloud View to summarize the contained job postings (Figure 7.7). When he clicks the term “design” in the Tag Cloud View, a pop-up table lists all of the job postings that mention “design”. After exploring the career sectors, he selects five majors to view their relationships to career sectors (Figure 7.1). The Relation View tells that majors (e.g., history) do not lock a student into a specific career sector (e.g., education) as he previously assumed.

### 7.6 User Study

To determine how well our design meets the design tasks and the usability of the system, we conducted a series of user studies. During the design phase, we consulted with potential users on visualization layout, demonstrated an initial prototype to additional potential users, and ran several focus groups on the second prototype (see Chapter 7.3). The effectiveness of the final design and
the utility of the system was evaluated in two questionnaire-based studies: (a) 52 students who were recruited at Rutgers University and (b) 14 students from a career development course.

### 7.6.1 Questionnaire Details

Both studies used the same questionnaire which contains two sections. In the first section, participants were asked to rate JobViz based on ten criteria to evaluate the fulfillment of the design.
tasks (T1-5), novelty, interactivity, and usability. The seven criteria which relate to the design tasks are: (1) Providing an overview of the whole job database and its dynamics (T1); (2) Grouping majors and jobs (T1, 3); (3) Seeing intangible relationships between jobs and majors (T2); (4) Finding a job position of interest from the visualization (T3); (5) Providing details about individual job positions (T4); (6) Classifying jobs by different levels (T3); (7) Summarizing the features of majors and career fields (job categories) by tag cloud (T5). All ten criteria were rated on a modified Likhart-scale: 1 = very poor, 2 = poor, 3 = fair, 4 = good, 5 = excellent.

In the second section, participants were asked to answer four open-ended questions including “How does JobViz compare with the university career portal or other job search tools in helping you understand the job data?”, “What did you learn about the relationships between jobs and majors?”, “What impressions did you discern from the tag cloud?”, and “What additional features would you like to see?”

7.6.2 Study Protocol

In the first study, we invited about 70 undergraduate students through asking in person, via email, or via social media, and 52 of them took part in our study within a three-month period. The demographic information of the student participants can be found in Table 7.1. Most of the students had previously used the university’s career portal. In the classroom study, the JobViz tool was presented to a new career development course with 14 undergraduate students, in the context of general job search and career decision tools. The course aims to help students build the cognitive
skills and reflective, exploratory approach that is essential for leading a rich inner and public life, as well as for building a satisfying career.

Table 7.1. Demographic Information of the Participants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Recruited Students</th>
<th>Students from the Class</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gender</strong></td>
<td>24 males, 28 females</td>
<td>5 males, 9 females</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age</strong></td>
<td>20.4 ± 1.3</td>
<td>21.2 ± 1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Major</strong></td>
<td>Electrical Engineering, Computer Science, Accounting, Economics, Biology, Geology, Psychology, Mathematics, Physics, Arts, and Unspecified</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The study consists of multiple sessions with different group sizes. Each study session was started with a short oral introduction of the study and consent form signing. After that, a four-minute DEMO video gave a brief demonstration on the JobViz and explained some important features. Then students were asked to complete three specific tasks (similar to the user scenarios in Chapter 7.5) to make sure they learn the tool sufficiently. Next, students used the user interface to explore the data based on their individual interests. Finally, students were invited to provide their written responses on the questionnaire. The classroom study put the study as an extra credit project and allowed student participants to submit their questionnaires electronically after class.

The submitted questionnaires are analyzed and reported in this way: (a) We analyze and compile the ratings to the ten criteria across the participants and report the statistics. (b) For the open-ended questions, we collate similar responses and report selected anonymous quotes or paraphrases to represent typical responses.
7.6.3 Results

Figure 7.8 summarizes all of the students’ ratings of JobViz on the ten criteria (green-colored bars for the 52 recruited students and orange-colored bars for 14 students in the class). Statistically, two study groups gave similar ratings on eight out of ten criteria (P-value > 0.05).

![Figure 7.8: Results of questionnaire of both the recruited students and classroom study. The results of both studies are very similar.](image)

**Recruited Students**

JobViz performance received ratings of over 4 (good) on eight out of ten items and over 3 (fair) on the remaining two (classifying jobs and finding a job) from the 52 recruited students. The two lower rated criteria may reflect the students’ expressed desire for a more integrated tool with direct access to job postings. In the written responses to the “suggestion for additional features”, we found that many students requested the ability to apply for jobs directly from the tool and some students wished to filter or sort jobs by job location and salary level. (Note: This first iteration of JobViz was not intended to be used to apply for a job.)

The written responses were generally positive (the compiled responses contain less than five negative statements) although only 36 students wrote responses to the open-ended questions. 32 out of these 36 responses expressed a positive attitude towards JobViz over other job search tools.
in helping understand the job data. More than half (22) of the written responses indicated that the participants had changed or improved their understanding of the job market. A representative response is: “I learned that there is a basic skill set that is needed for the job, majoring in science does not necessarily mean I will be using it for the jobs, which is also shown by the tag cloud.”

**Classroom Study**

Similarly, the students in the classroom study rated JobViz’s performance highly (>4) on nine out of ten criteria with a better than fair rating in usability.

11 out of 14 students preferred JobViz in responding to the first open-ended question. Frequently mentioned strengths of JobViz include: comprehensive, interactive, efficient, visual, and overview. In a characteristic description, one student wrote “One of the overall advantages of the JobViz is the tangible representation of job opportunities in correlation to a varied amount of majors. ... Students aren’t pigeon-holed by their major.” Negative comments referred to the lack of detailed information about jobs, odd connections to particular job postings, the lack of updates in the posting database, and the learning curve in using JobViz.

In addition, 13 students expressed that using JobViz changed their understanding of the relationship between jobs and majors. A representative comment notes “your major does not determine what your job will be.” Many students pointed out that majors relate to more different jobs than they previously realized: “I saw less of a correlation between jobs and majors than I would have previously expected. I learned that for any one major, there are numerous possible careers. Likewise, for any one career, there are countless possible majors.” Another student wrote
“When I click “economics”, I received a plethora of results other than the generic business jobs I’m used to seeing on most other sites.”

Students associated the tag cloud with job-related skills: “It overtly shows what areas of specialization are most prevalent. This can demonstrate valuable associated skills in the area.” A negative comment was raised saying “Several words such as network, communicate, public, and resources were very general.”

7.6.4 Discussion of User Study

The results of both user studies confirm the fulfillment of the established design tasks (T1-7) and support the utility of JobViz. In both studies, the average rating was “good” with little statistical difference between criteria or groups (Figure 7.8). Comments tended towards positive attitudes. Students were generally impressed with the visual connections and dynamic interactivity in JobViz.

The small size of the study groups (compared to the student population) and the reliance on expressed opinions limit the interpretation of our results. A more detailed and longitudinal study would be needed to track whether using a visualization tool like JobViz resulted in changes of majors and more qualitative discussions between counselors, professors, and students.

However, the study suggests that students can benefit from JobViz to gain an understanding of the job market, of the relationships between majors and jobs, and of the skills desired in potential employees independent of majors. The students themselves expressed realization that many of their prior assumptions were incorrect. In particular, a common prior assumption was that a major prepares for a particular career path; in contrast, JobViz shows that a given major leads to a variety
of career paths (Figure 7.1). Similarly, students previously assumed that an industry sector usually requires job seekers from a specific major area, but in JobViz, they see that most jobs request a range of majors and some even indicate that any major is acceptable (Figure 7.6). These insights are almost impossible to glean from the standard querying interface. Career counselors are aware of them but expressed difficulty communicating such insights. JobViz thus fulfills its primary goal as a teaching tool.

One caution is the students’ enthusiasm to take the links simplistically (one student comment mentioned “dream job” and there were other similar if less flamboyantly stated comments), which suggests a need for ongoing guidance from career counselors. However, we observed no tendency for students to shift majors towards engineering, despite its high connection to jobs. In fact, the students seemed comforted to know there are many opportunities but they need to be aware of the skills and requirements. Given the initial positive feedback, JobViz is being incorporated as a standard component of the career development courses.

7.7 Lessons Learned

Although we designed JobViz specifically for visualizing job postings, the insights gained from the development of a teaching tool and the lessons learned from the project are valuable for the visualization community and researchers in a range of application domains.

Multivariate categorical data can be visualized by many different set visualization techniques, and our choices of techniques were driven by the need to display connections between five variables (majors, job titles, position types, class levels, and job descriptions) and by the cardinality of those
variables (100’s to 1000’s of majors and job titles). Our first design (Figure 7.2) following existing approaches [ID90, KSB09, KBH06] resulted in a busy figure with little emphasis on the major-to-job connections critical to our users’ needs. Instead, we combined an aggregation approach (grouping job titles into career sectors) with a circular layout of Contingency Wheel style visualizations, bundling the connection lines to focus visual energy on the connections.

Reduction of bias motivated a number of design choices. The circular layout deemphasizes the importance of position for both majors and career sectors relative to alternative linear layouts. The equal span of career sectors is intended to promote focus on all career sectors. The initial presence of the connection curves for every major-career link reduces the effects of selection bias by focusing attention first on the broader patterns; the continued presence of connection curves in faded grey reminds users of these broader patterns. Testing for reduction in bias would be of great value, and some approaches could include a large design study exposing different groups to different designs or a long-term longitudinal study tracking behavior based on timing of exposure to a bias-reducing visualization. However, these tests are beyond the scope of our current work and could be part of a future endeavor.

Our interactions with career counselors in the Rutgers Career Services facilitated our understanding of the data and the user requirements from their perspective of many years of counseling students. This helped us improve our designs with a teaching and education-centric focus. For example, in our second prototype we adopted the counselors’ suggestion to group jobs into twelve career sectors representing equal-spanning circular sectors (see the discussion in Chapter 7.3). This project exemplifies a case where the tension between designing a tool for
intuitive use by novice users unfamiliar with the data (students) and ensuring the satisfaction of experts (career counselors) using or suggesting the tool as a teaching device influenced the visualization design choices.

As stated previously, many students told us that they realized that their assumptions about the relationships between jobs and majors turned out to be wrong. Even though the students had previous experience using popular job search engines in addition to the university career service portal, they perceived a different story from JobViz. For them, looking at the “big picture” formed a positive viewpoint-changing experience. Two factors contribute to this result: (a) the presentation of an overview designed to simultaneously satisfy the critical viewpoint of experts (here the career counselors) and yet also depict an intuitive “big picture” view of the data to novices (here the students) and (b) a relative neutral visual design that deemphasizes positioning and selection bias.

The overall system has several limitations in its current implementation. Firstly, it is not directly connected to the university career portal. The data is imported into the system. This limitation will be addressed in the next implementation. Secondly, the categorization of job postings relies on the industry sectors (employers) to self-categorize. This is a general problem for the university systems as the employers are not very accurate about their own characterizations. Thirdly, the current tag cloud computation parses phrases (e.g., machine learning) into single words. This will also be fixed in future releases. In the future, we plan to deploy JobViz as a GUI to the university career portal and make the tool available to the whole Rutgers community.
7.8 Conclusion

In today’s data rich environment, everyone theoretically has access to data, but access alone does not make the data easy to understand. Most jobs in the US are listed online, but students who are novices in the field of job data analysis need assistance to extract the information for informed decisions about their majors, minors, and future careers. An expert summary or job article fails to satisfy the demand for individualized information. JobViz fills this gap by providing a visual overview of the full breadth of career sectors and complete map of job-major connections while still allowing user interaction and filtering. The key lesson here is that overview images are difficult to create but are immensely important for communicating the data to novice users. Querying only works when one knows what to ask. Queries can also lead to biased views of the data as only the information requested is displayed. Well-designed overviews present a holistic and big picture view of the data, creating truly accessible information.
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Chapter 8: Discussions

8.1 General Usages of the Pipeline Model in Case Studies

The creation of overview visualizations in the two case studies (Chapter 6 and 7) implicitly follows the proposed pipeline model in Chapter 4. The rest of this section discusses how each case study fits into the pipeline model and the characterization of overviews. The next section will discuss specific observations leading out of the overall work of this thesis.

8.1.1 Case Study One

a. Visual Design Pipeline

A flowchart of the visual design pipeline is shown in Figure 8.1. The pipeline starts from compiling a bunch of system requirements through structured interviews and working with ocean scientists who are the primary targeted users of the system-to-be. These requirements reflect scientists’ concern and the way a visualization can help them improve their understanding of ocean circulation systems. Based on the system requirements, we set a visualization goal.

At the second level (identifying design principles and the basics of overview), we first identified four design principles (DP1 – DP4 as can be found in Figure 8.1) to cover the system requirements. Then the nature of overviews (the first dimension of the characterization, see Figure 3.1 and Chapter 3.1) in the visualization-to-be was decided to convey the shapes, distribution, properties, and motions of eddies (overview of content and overview of change) according to the first two system requirements. Finally, the roles of overview (the second dimension of the characterization, R1 – R5 in Chapter 3.2) were derived from the design principles: 1. The second
design principle (DP2) requires the overviews to play a role in monitoring or looking for the changes of eddies (R5); 2. DP3 requires the overviews to provide visual indicators to the size, depth, and locations of a large number of eddies (R2); 3. DP4 requires the overviews to reduce the time and resources needed to navigate the information space (R3).

At the third level (designing the overview displays), we adopted a space-centric design strategy (the third dimension of the characterization, see Figure 3.1 and Chapter 3.3) which uses a 3D ocean basin as context and overlays eddies on top of the context. This design strategy complies with the second design principle (DP2). Considering the characteristics of the ocean simulation data and the nature of overviews identified in the previous level, two types of overview display were designed to match the basics of overviews identified at the second level: 3D Eddy Path Map and Eddy Skeleton View. The 3D Eddy Path Map highlights the size, shape, and motion of eddies while the Eddy Skeleton View constructs a concise overview of the orientation, depth, and distribution of eddies. Two shrinking approaches (the fourth dimension of the characterization, see
Figure 3.1 and Chapter 3.4) were applied to each of the overview display: a. extracting high-vorticity regions from raw data as eddy instances and filter the visualized eddies by their durations (reduce the number of data elements); b. representing eddy instances as cylinders to highlight their locations, orientations, and depths (reduce visual representation).

In designing the detail display and interactions to the overview display (the fifth dimension of the characterization, see Figure 3.1 and Chapter 3.5) at the fourth level, three major interaction schemes to the overview displays were designed: (1) filter the presented eddy instances from the Eddy Skeleton View by a specified property (e.g., the durations of eddy as shown in Figure 6.7); (2) isolate an individual eddy path from Eddy Path Map and re-scale the eddy path in an Isolated Eddy Path View (as shown in Figure 6.8 and 6.9); (3) select an individual eddy instance from an Isolated Eddy Path View, re-visualize the eddy in an Individual Eddy View (as shown in Figure 6.10), and allow more details on demand. The Isolated Eddy Path View and Individual Eddy View are the two detail displays of the overview visualization of eddies.

**b. Data Flow Pipeline**

A flowchart of the data flow pipeline is shown in Figure 8.2. The data pipeline starts from studying the essential information of the ocean simulation data such as file format (NetCDF file), duration (50 years), sampling rate (one data frame per day), variables, and the coordinate system.

In data characterization at the second level, the ocean simulation was characterized as time-varying volume data based on the data study and domain analysis at the first level. The Okubo-Weiss (OW) criterion was chosen to isolate eddies from the ocean simulation data. A series of key
variables were identified to compute the OW parameters and physical properties (e.g., temperature, salinity, velocity, PH) of eddies in this study.

At the third level (data transformation), we compute OW parameter and the values of specified physical properties at each coordinate and thus transformed each data frame to a vector field. A field of the OW parameter represents the distribution of vorticity at different regions.

At the fourth level (metadata computation), vorticity-dominant regions were extracted from each data frame by applying a threshold to the OW field of the data frame. These extracted regions are ocean eddies. Several geometrical and physical properties were computed for each of the extracted ocean eddy at every time steps. These eddies were tracked over time by a feature tracking algorithm. A series of eddy paths were then queried and created from the tracking history and the metadata of eddy extraction. As a summary, the general usage of the pipeline model in the first case study is shown in Figure 8.3.

Figure 8.2: The data flow pipeline of the first case study: eddy visualization.
8.1.2 Case Study Two

a. Visual Design Pipeline

A flowchart of the visual design pipeline is shown in Figure 8.4. The design pipeline starts from a requirement analysis. The targeted users of the system-to-be include college students, professors, and career counselors. As part of our design process, we worked closely with the career counselors at Rutgers Career Services and interviewed with professors and students to collect their requirements. Generally, potential users would like to see the relationships between college majors and job opportunities and a concise summary of job postings. Based on the requirement analysis, the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level 1:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>✓ <strong>Research Problem</strong>: The structure of eddies is 3D yet most research is still focused on 2D plots of eddy variables on the surface and in vertical section.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓ <strong>Potential Viewers/Users</strong>: Oceanographers, environmentalists, and meteorologists</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓ <strong>System Requirements</strong>: S1 – S4.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓ <strong>Visualization Goal</strong>: Automatically produce illustrative 3D visualizations of ocean eddies with actual data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓ <strong>Data</strong>: A numerical simulation of the northwest Atlantic Ocean off the coast of North America generated by the Regional Ocean Modeling System (ROMS). The dataset is saved as the NetCDF format and the sampling rate is one data frame per day. The variables, dimensions, and coordinate system are studied.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Level 2: |
| ✓ **Nature of Overviews**: content and change. |
| ✓ **Roles of Overviews**: R2, R3, R5. |
| ✓ **Design Principles**: DP1 – DP4. |
| ✓ The ROMS data are characterized as multivariate time-varying volume data. |
| ✓ The evolution of ocean eddies can be modeled as turbulence in vector fields over time. |

| Level 3: |
| ✓ **Design Strategies of Overview Displays**: Use 3D ocean basin as context and overlay eddy evolutions on top of the background (space-centric design). |
| ✓ **Shrinking Approaches**: reduce data element (3D Eddy Path Map); reduce visual representation (Eddy Skeleton View). |
| ✓ The Okubo-Weiss (OW) criteria is chosen to divides the ocean into vorticity dominant regions and the background. |
| ✓ The raw data is transformed into a vector fields (contains multiple variables). |

| Level 4: |
| ✓ **Interaction Paradigm**: Overview and detail on demand with multiple separate views and navigational slaving coordination. |
| ✓ **Detail Display Design**: visual emphasis by color and transparency; separate display with identical representation. |
| ✓ Compute OW parameter and the other specified variable at each coordinate. |
| ✓ Extract eddies from each data frame. |
| ✓ Track eddies over time. |
| ✓ Query and create eddy paths from the tracking history and the metadata of extraction. |

| Level 5: |
| ✓ **Platform**: Linux, MacOS |
| ✓ **Application**: A GUI implemented in Qt and VTK and written with standard C++ language. |
| ✓ **Functionality**: Four illustrative visualizations are provided to visualize the computed eddy metadata at different levels from multiple eddy paths in a 3D map with ocean basin to a single eddy feature. |

Figure 8.3: The general usage of the pipeline model in the first case study.
The visualization goal was set as “providing a holistic and education-centric overview of a job database in a university”. We further compiled a list of user analysis tasks (see Chapter 7.3) which summarize the topics, concerns, and sentiments expressed in the interviews.

At the second level (identifying design principles and the basics of overview), we first identified four design principles (DP1 – DP4) to confirm the user analysis tasks in the following design process. Then the nature of overviews (see Chapter 3.1 and Figure 3.1) in the visualization-to-be was decided to convey the relations between majors and careers (an overview of structure) and the characteristics of majors and job groups (an overview of content). Finally, the roles of overview (R1 – R5 in Chapter 3.2) were derived from the design principles: 1. DP1 requires the overviews to reduce the complexity of data and show intangible relationships between majors and jobs (R4); 2. DP2 requires the overviews to provide visual indicators to assist job details retrieval (R1); 3. DP3 requires the overviews to summarize a collection of jobs to reduce the time of navigation (R3).
At the third level (designing the overview displays), we adopted an abstract context design strategy. Considering the characteristics of the data and the nature of overviews identified in the previous level, we designed two overview displays: Relation Overview and Tag Cloud View. A Relation Overview combines the intuitiveness of node-link diagrams and the scalability of aggregation-based techniques to construct a summary of the relationships between majors and career sectors. The Tag Cloud View uses a text representation to summarize a group of job postings by key words in different sizes and colors. Two shrinking approaches were applied to each of the overview display: (1) categorizing job postings into different career sectors (aggregating data elements); (2) visualizing the most frequent mentioned terms from job descriptions (reduce the number of data elements).

At the fourth level (designing the detail display and interactions to the overview display), two major interaction schemes to the overview displays were designed: (1) select a major (or a career sector) to highlight its connections to career sectors (or majors); (2) isolate a job posting from the visualization to get more information about the job. These two interactions generate two detail displays of the overview visualizations: Single Relation View and Job Posting View.

b. Data Flow Pipeline

A flowchart of the data flow pipeline is shown in Figure 8.5. The data pipeline starts from studying the job posting data from Rutgers University Career Service. The database stores the data entries in a tabular format and often contains about 10,000 job postings.
In data characterization at the second level, the job posting data was characterized as a categorical data that contains a series of variables whose values comprise a set of discrete categories. The domain problem is equivalent to displaying large numbers of categories and data entries and the intangible relationships between categorical variables. Five key variables (i.e., Job Title, Position Type, Majors, Class Level, Job Descriptions) were chosen for visualization.

At the third level (data transformation), the job posting data was transformed to a major-job linked list for efficient set operations. In the linked list, a job node stores all of the data fields (title, employer, position type, post time, etc.) and a reference to the requested majors. A major node contains the information of name, school, major area, and a reference to all of the relevant job nodes.

At the fourth level (metadata computation), two metadata (analytical abstraction) were computed for visualization: career sectors and tag-frequency table. Driven by the third design principle (DP3), job postings were categorized into twelve career sectors. Each of these career sectors is represented as a circular sector with a unique color in the visualization. Tag-frequency
table is used to plot a Tag Cloud View. It contains a column of keywords extracted from job
descriptions and a column of frequencies of the keywords. The table was sorted by frequencies. As
a summary, the general usage of the pipeline model in the first case study is shown in Figure 8.6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level 1:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>✓ <strong>Research Problem:</strong> Current job search and assessment methods can’t assist students to understand the links between college majors and job opportunities and provide effective career counseling.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓ <strong>Potential Viewers/Users:</strong> college students, university career counselors, and faculty.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓ <strong>User Tasks:</strong> T1 – T5.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓ <strong>Visualization Goal:</strong> Providing a holistic and education-centric overview of a job database.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓ <strong>Data:</strong> Job postings from the university career service database. The database stores the data entries in a tabular format and often contains about 10,000 job postings. The essential properties are studied.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level 2:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>✓ <strong>Nature of Overviews:</strong> the relations between majors and careers (structure); the characteristics of majors and career sectors (content).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓ <strong>Roles of Overviews:</strong> R1, R3, R4.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓ <strong>Design Principles:</strong> DP1 – DP4.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓ Job postings are characterized as multivariate categorical data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓ The domain problem is modeled as displaying categories and data entries and the relationships between categorical variables.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level 3:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>✓ <strong>Design Strategy:</strong> node-link diagram, contingency wheel, and tag cloud (abstract context design).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓ <strong>Shrinking Approaches:</strong> job posting entries are aggregated into career sectors which are represented as circular sectors in the visual design (aggregate data elements).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓ Four categorical variables are chosen to study the interconnection between them.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓ Data entries are grouped into categories.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓ The raw job posting data is reduced into a bunch of interconnected sets.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level 4:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>✓ <strong>Interaction Paradigm:</strong> Focus in the context</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓ <strong>Detailed Visualization Design:</strong> visual emphasis by color and transparency (major-job links); space distortion (fisheye effect).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓ Classify jobs into career sectors;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓ Create a multiple linked-list of majors and jobs;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓ Extract keywords from job titles and job descriptions.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level 5:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>✓ <strong>Platform:</strong> any OS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓ <strong>Application:</strong> A web-based visualization application is implemented using D3.js, a JavaScript library for data visualization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓ <strong>Functionality:</strong> The data visualization contains multiple views that are well coordinated to accomplish the design principles: a Database View, a Relation View, and a Tag Cloud View. Details of the data can be accessed from the visualization.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure 8.6: The general usage of the pipeline model in the second case study.*

### 8.2 Observations from Case Studies

Based on the two case studies in this thesis, the following observations can be made about overviews in data visualization:
(1) Overviews often lead to an improved satisfaction from the visualization and a better understanding of data. There are at least four reasons that contribute to this improvement. First, overviews aid viewers in extracting the gist of data more accurately and rapidly. For example, finding which college majors are more job-popular from JobViz is much easier than searching and querying a job list. Second, overviews are by nature general summaries or descriptions and often put the objects of interest in a context (e.g., the 3D Eddy Path Map in Figure 6.5). Third, overviews provide users with directly manipulable control mechanisms that facilitate exploration and allow users to focus attention on the larger information problem at hand. Lastly, viewers tend to make decisions without perfect information. People seldom take the time to act optimally, often “satisficing” rather than optimizing [Sim81]. In the second case study, many students told us that they realized that their assumptions about the relationships between jobs and majors turned out to be wrong. Even though the students had previous experience using popular job search engines in addition to the university career service portal, they perceived a different story from JobViz. For them, looking at the “big picture” formed a positive viewpoint-changing experience. Figure 8.7 gives a comparison of displaying job postings as a long list in the Rutgers Career Portal and showing an overview visualization of job postings in the JobViz system.

(2) An effective overview needs to balance the abstractness and exhaustiveness. On one hand, an overview is a display that shrinks an information space and shows information about it at a coarse level of granularity [HH11]. On the other hand, overviews should be fairly exhaustive to represent the most salient features of data. A bad example of balancing abstractness and exhaustiveness in overview visualization is the initial prototype in the development process of
JobViz (the second case study). As shown in Figure 8.8, the visualization displays a large number of college majors, job titles, and the relations between majors and jobs and thus become very cluttered. The overview is over exhaustive. A good example of balancing the abstractness and

Figure 8.7: A comparison of a list of job postings (left) and an overview of job postings (right).

Figure 8.8: The initial prototype of JobViz exemplifies an over exhaustive overview.
exhaustiveness is the Eddy Skeleton View. As shown in Figure 8.9, the visualization gives a concise visual summary of the distributions and heights of cyclonic and anticyclonic eddies in a region.

![Eddy Skeleton View](image)

**Figure 8.9: The Eddy Skeleton View (the first case study) exemplifies a good example of balancing the abstractness and exhaustiveness in an overview.**

(3) The design of an overview display is both application and data dependent. The design strategy of an overview display is usually accordance with the data type in scientific visualization while designers have more control over the design strategy of an overview display in information visualization. The roles of overviews are dominantly affected by the application domains. Relatively speaking, shrinking approaches are mostly data dependent in both scientific visualization and information visualization. The design process of the JobViz (the second case study) exemplifies this observation (Figure 8.10). Considering the characteristics of categorical data (i.e., a categorical variable comprises a set of discrete categories), majors were clustered by school or major area and jobs were categorized into twelve career sectors. The design decisions of
explicitly representing and arranging majors along with a half-circle, summarizing jobs with a tag cloud in the center of the circular layout, and representing career sectors as equal-spanning circular sectors with unique color were primarily decided by the favors or requirements of users.

(4) Context can strengthen or even change the awareness of overviews. As shown in Figure 8.11, the ocean basin and sea shore in the 3D Eddy Path Map construct a context to highlight the orientations, positions, sizes, and motions of eddies and thus strengthen the awareness of “change” from the overview. In Figure 8.12, the presence of connection curves and major names in faded grey constructs a context of the highlighted visual components in the visualization. The context reminds viewers of a broader patterns of major-career connections and gives users a reference to how many majors and connections are highlighted compare with those in total.
Overview can play an important role in bias reduction and helping viewers form an anchoring to the data. Anchoring is the phenomenon that a previous stimulus provides a frame of reference [VZS18]. As stated in Chapter 7.7, the neutral visual design in the overviews deemphasizes positioning and selection bias and thus increases the exposure of previously under-representative college majors and jobs. The “holistic and neutralized overviews of the data” change students’ previous assumptions about the relationships between jobs and majors and give the students an anchoring of estimation to the data which can aid their future judgement.

Figure 8.11: The ocean basin and sea shore in the 3D Eddy Path Map construct a context to highlight the orientations, positions, sizes, and motions of eddies and thus strengthen the awareness of “change” from the overview.
These observations may be specific to the applications, tasks, and users concerned. Nevertheless, they do offer takeaway messages for visualization designers to consider in creating overview visualizations in different domains. The results and evaluations of the two case studies in this thesis validate that overview visualizations can facilitate data understanding and analysis in both scientific visualization and information visualization.
Chapter 9: Conclusion and Future Work

This thesis focuses on "overview" visualizations as a means to convey the context of a large dataset. An overview visualization is a visual representation that provides viewers with an overall awareness of the content, structure, or changes of the data (the dataset can contain time-varying information) while allowing the viewer to further drill down into the details. The applicability of overview visualizations is extended to both scientific visualization and information visualization domains. Overview visualizations are characterized into five dimensions to help visualization designers better understand the five most important aspects of overview visualization. Based on the characterization, a pipeline model is proposed to guide the development of overview visualizations or to analyze the existing visualizations. Two case studies with evaluations in scientific visualization and information visualization are used to demonstrate the integrated design process of overview visualizations and how overview visualizations can give viewers a better understanding on the data and an improved satisfaction from the visualizations.

In future work, I wish to carry out a formal user study to validate the characterization of overview visualization in Chapter 3 and the pipeline model in Chapter 4. Moreover, the relation between overview and detail needs further work. More knowledge is needed about how different overview designs are useful for different kinds of task, about the relative contributions of the global and local features of a visual scene in creating an overview, and about the role of interaction in creating the awareness of overviews. Finally, I plan to expand the application of the proposed characterization and pipeline model to more case studies.
Chapter 10: Summary of Accomplishment and Related Publications

The content of this thesis has already been published or is to be published in a number of papers and posters. The first case study was published in an IEEE SciVis poster [4] and the Computer Graphics Forum journal [5]. The activity detection algorithm to isolate eddy paths from the results of eddy extraction and tracking was published in a paper of IEEE Symposium on Large Data Analysis and Visualization (LDAV) [1]. The second case study has been published in an IEEE InfoVis poster [3] and in the IEEE Computer Graphics and Application magazine [6]. The contents in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 are going to be submitted to a EuroVis State-of-the-Art Report [7] as a survey paper.

My other research work outside the scope of this thesis include extracting skeletons from 3D volume data, visualizing hydrothermal plume in the ocean [2], and the visualization of time-varying scientific data in web browsers [8].

Journal Publication:


Conference Publication:


In Preparation:

[7] Liu, Li, Deborah Silver, and Karen Bemis. “Overviews in Data Visualization.” (will be submitted to EuroVis State-of-the-Art Reports)
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Appendix A: Implementation of Case Study 1

A.1: Computation Performance

The implementation of the eddy computation program was performed on a Dell XPS desktop with an Intel Core i7-4770 (3.40 GHz * 8) CPU, 16 GB memory, and a NVidia GTX 760 graphics card (2 GB video memory), running under Ubuntu 16.04 LTS.

The 1095 ROMS data frames (1.78 TB in total) were downloaded from the data server and were stored in a local folder. Some important parameters of the program running include a) depths of eddy features≥100 meters; b) volume of eddy features≥50 data points; c) duration of eddy paths≥30 days. The performance of the computation is evaluated by elapsed times and the sizes of the output files. In the program, three timer functions were set to count the elapsed times of eddy extraction (include data reading and preprocessing), eddy tracking, and eddy path isolation. The generated files were saved in a different folder from the raw data files. Table A.1 lists the elapse times and the file sizes of the output (the tracking table and eddy path list are negligible in file size and so are not listed in the table).

Table A.1. Elapsed Times and Sizes of Output Files

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elapsed Times</th>
<th>File Sizes of the Output Files</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Extraction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 h 46 min</td>
<td>2 h 33 min</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A.2: Eddy Computation Program

More information about the eddy computation program and the accesses to the source code and the data can be found at:

http://vizlab.rutgers.edu/eddyprogram

A.3: Formats of the Output Files

Only *.day files and *.path files are used for visualization.

*.uocd file

******uocd****** // file header

number of eddy features

eddy ID

volume  c_x  c_y  c_z // volume and centroids

point ID  x0  y0  z0

point ID  x1  y1  z1

point ID  x2  y2  z2

point ID  x3  y3  z3

.

.

.

*.day file
*****day******

date

155 155 155  // signifies the start of this eddy feature

spin direction

volume  c_x  c_y  c_z  l_x  l_y  l_z  u_x  u_y  u_z

number of nodes  min_temp  max_temp  min_salt  max_salt  min_speed  max_speed

x0  y0  z0  temp0  salt0  speed0

x1  y1  z1  temp1  salt1  speed1

x2  y2  z2  temp2  salt2  speed2

x3  y3  z3  temp3  salt3  speed3

x4  y4  z4  temp4  salt4  speed4

.

.

number of connections

3  vertex ID  vertex ID  vertex ID

3  vertex ID  vertex ID  vertex ID

3  vertex ID  vertex ID  vertex ID

.

.
0  // signifies the end of this eddy feature

155 155 155

spin direction

*.trackTable file

Time Step #
eddy ID at previous time step  -1  corresponding eddy ID at current time step

Here the “-1” acts as a delimiter. If an eddy from previous time step disappear at current time step, there is nothing to the right of “-1”. If a new eddy appears at current time step, then the left side of “-1” will be empty.

*.sequence file

Eddy ID  Time Step #  Event  Eddy ID  Time Step #  Event  Eddy ID  Time Step #  Event  ......
Here, the numbers 1 to 5 are assigned to represent the events birth, continuation, merge, split, and death in the eddy evolution process.

*.path file

******path******

min_temp  max_temp  min_salt  max_salt  min_speed  max_speed  //physical properties of this eddy path
date period
155 155 155  // signifies the start of this time step
spin direction
volume  c_x  c_y  c_z  l_x  l_y  l_z  u_x  u_y  u_z
number of nodes  min_temp  max_temp  min_salt  max_salt  min_speed  max_speed  // properties of this time step
x0  y0  z0  temp0  salt0  speed0
x1  y1  z1  temp1  salt1  speed1
x2  y2  z2  temp2  salt2  speed2
x3  y3  z3  temp3  salt3  speed3
x4  y4  z4  temp4  salt4  speed4
number of connections

3 vertex ID vertex ID vertex ID
3 vertex ID vertex ID vertex ID
3 vertex ID vertex ID vertex ID

0 // signifies the end of this time step

A.4: Accesses to the WebGL Eddy Visual Explorer and the Data for Visualization

A link to the WebGL Eddy Visual Explorer:

http://vizlab.rutgers.edu/eddyviz.html

Please note, the number of opened tabs or webpages in a browser will affect the speed of data loading and visualization rendering.

Eddy *.path files can be downloaded at here

Eddy *.day files can be downloaded at here
Appendix B: Implementation of Case Study 2

B.1: Scalability Analysis

The scalability of the JobViz tool in the second case study is measured by how many job postings it can handle. As described before, listing the actual job posting data around the arc quickly became unfeasible and was replaced by a hierarchical/group view of the job postings. While job categories are the groupings used in this work, any other groupings can also be used. As the number of job postings increase, although the screen size doesn’t set any limit to display the data, the responding time to compute on-the-fly the bundle lines and tag cloud increases. We tested the scalability of JobViz system based on the time it needs to finish three typical tasks: loading the system, searching by major, and searching by job. For both searching by major and by job, we define the cost time as the elapsed time from clicking a node to displaying the major-job bundle-lines and the tag cloud in the screen.

Our experiments were conducted on a Mac Pro (2.5 GHz Intel Core i7, 16 GB Memory, and Mac OS X EI Capitan 10.11.3) installed the latest Firefox web browser. In the experiment, we record the elapsing time of each task for data files with different number of job postings from 1000 – 10,000. The cost time is calculated by the difference between the date instances before and after each task. Each task is repeated five times and we take the average of its cost time. For the task “search by major”, we chose “All Major” to test because it links to the largest number of jobs and job categories. And for the task “search by job”, we chose the job category “Marketing/Sales” because it contains more jobs than any other job category does. The time costs of the three tasks
are represented as line chart (blue line for “load system”; orange line for “search by major”; gray line for “search by job”) in Figure B.1.

![Figure B.1: Scalability evaluation of JobViz. The X-axis is the number of job postings and the Y-axis is the time cost in millions of seconds.](image)

The results show that search by major costs the most time (up to more than 6 seconds when the number of job postings reaches 10,000) and that all tasks can be finished within 7 seconds. This suggests that the JobViz can handle more than 10,000 job postings if we set the maximum delay as 10 seconds.

**B.2: Source Code**

https://github.com/liuli4016/jobviz_CGA
B.3 License

For information about using or licensing JobViz please refer to the Rutgers Copyright Software Licensing Site.

Appendix C: Accompanying Videos

The accompanying videos to the two case studies can be accessed through the links below.

Case Study 1:

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1uMK11SRV7Qtn5-_gpcTMIHF7K9dp7XmQ/view?usp=sharing

Case Study 2:

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0BwfHRoSTgAdnc3p0WTg5REh3bnM/view?usp=sharing